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VI. - ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE THOMPSON RIVER REGION,
BRITISH COLUMBIA.

By HARLAN I. SMITH.

PLATES XXIV-XXVI.

In the following pages are contained the results of archeological investiga-
tions carried on by the writer for the Jesup North Pacific Expedition in the
Thompson River region, between Spences Bridge and Kamloops. The archae-
ology of Lytton, a town situated at the confluence of Thompson and Fraser
Rivers, has been described in Part III of this volume. Further researches were
carried on at Spences Bridge, Kamloops, and in Nicola Valley.'

Spences Bridge is situated on Thompson River, twenty-two miles above
Lytton, and about one mile below the mouth of Nicola River. At this place
Thompson River flows through a narrow valley, abotut eight hundred feet above
sea-level, between steep mountains cut out by its tributaries from the rolling
plateau which extends from the Coast Range to the western slope of the Gold
Range. The climate is dry, and, except where irrigation is resorted to, vegetation is
scanty; but open timber is found in the higher valleys. Cactus, sagebrush, grease-
wood, and bunch-grass grow on the slopes, and cottonwood-trees border the streams-
Great numbers of salmon that ascend Thompson River turn up Nicola River.

Kamloops (Plate XXIV) is situated ninety-five miles above Lytton, at the
confluence of North Thompson and South Thompson Rivers, in the central part
of southern British Columbia. The river here flows through a comparatively
wide bottom-land, at an altitude of eleven hundred and sixty feet. The surround--
ing country is a rolling plateau. The climate is as dry as at Lytton and Spences
Bridge, so that vegetation is equally scanty and similar in character. The neigh-
boring mountains have less timber than those near Lytton; and the open hillsides,
which are covered with bunch-grass and greasewood, are favorable for grazing.
The Kamloops Indians state that formerly great herds of elk inhabited these hills,
and that the neighboring tribes, as well as they themiselves, hunted them. Salmon
were also used for food, although the number of fish that reach this point is not
as great as the number that ascend to Spences Bridge or up Nicola River.
Consequently roots and berries, as well as deer and bear, were probably more
extensively used than at places farther down the stream. Just below Kamloops
the Thompson widens into Kamloops Lake, where wild fowl and fish abound and
are easily accessible. A rocky cliff on the north shore of the lake, near the

1 See map, p. I66, Part IV,
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SMITH, ARCHA2EOLOGY OF THE THOMPSON RIVER REGION.

mouth of Tranquille River, bears numerous pictographs painted in red. The
cliff is locally known as " Battle Bluff."

A large burial-place and village-site on the Indian reserve, on a low sandy
stretch immediately north of Kamloops bridge, has been known for some time,
but no full account of it has been ptublished. The whole point bounded by North
Thompson and South Thompson Rivers, Pauls Creek, and the mountains to the
northeast of these, has for a long time been used by Indians as a camping-ground.
The modern Indian village is situated at the northwestern limit of this area, near
North Thompson River. A slough extends east and west between the present
village and the old burial-place. Specimens collected on this site are in the
Museum of the Geological Survey of Canada, in the Provincial Museum at
Victoria, B. C., and in private cabinets.

The valley of Nicola River in its lower part is deep and narrow, while in its
upper part it passes through an open rolling country, similar in character to the
plateau north and south of Kamiloops. A number of small streams run into
Nicola Lake, which is situated about thirty-five miles south of Kamloops. The
lake is about two thousand feet above sea-level. From here the river runs west
about twenty-two miles, then northwest about the same distance. There it reaches
Thompson River at an altitude of about eight hundred feet. The whole river is
therefore rapid and shallow. Formerly bear and elk were abundant on the plateau.
Trout are plentiful in Nicola Lake and its tributaries. The Indians of this valley
have commercial intercourse with Kamloops to the north, Lytton and Boston Bar
to the west, Similkameen to the south, and with the Okanagon to the east.

There are numerous rock-slides (Plate XXV) along the base of some of the
cliffs. The examination of graves reported by Indians to be in these slides was
the main object of explorations in this valley.

In June, 1897, a series of explorations was made in the vicinity of Spences
Bridge and Kamloops. In May, I898, and in May, I899, these sites were revisited.
In October, I899, an exploring trip was made in Nicola Valley from its mouth to the
head of Nicola Lake. The following descriptions are based upon these explora-
tions. The accoinpanying illustrations are from drawings by Mr. Rudolf Weber.
The botanical specimens have been identified by Mr. Willard N. Clute of Bing-
hamton, N. Y. The writer also wishes to acknowledge his indebtedness to Rev.
Father J. M. Le Jeune of Kamnloops, to Mr. James Teit of Spences Bridge, and
to the chiefs of the Indian bands visited, all of whomi rendered valuable assistance
in carrying on his field-work.

At Spences Bridge a single grave was the most interesting site explored. It
was located on the edge of the first terrace overlooking Thompson River from
the north, on the Murray Ranch, about a quarter of a mile above the ferry.
There are numerous old graves near by, on an island near the north bank of
Thompson River, which the Indians did not wish us to explore, while they assisted
in exploring the first grave, which had been unknown to them. This grave con-
tained no evidence of contact with whites. On the other hand, there is no positive
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SMITH, ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE THOMPSON RIVER REGION.

evidence pointing to great antiquity. Fabrics that were buried with the body, and
wooden poles in the surrounding soil, were still in a fair state of preservation. A
detailed description of this grave will be found on p. 434.

Single graves and little burial-grounds of greater or less antiquity are found
at frequent intervals, often less than a mile apart. Several single graves are on
the hillside above the burial mentioned before. A small cemetery is situated on
the south side of the river, not far below the mouth of Nicola River; a second
one is just below the settlement on the south side of the river; a third one is on
the opposite side; and a fourth one is about half a mile farther down, also on the
north side of the valley. One burial-ground below the Indian village was covered
by a gravel-slide which was caused by the encroachment of the river upon the
deep gravel-beds which fill the valley.

About four miles above Spences Bridge, on the north side of the valley, are
several pits suirrounded by embankments, which mark the sites of ancient under-
ground houses. Excavations in these pits resulted in finding broken bones of
deer, bear, salmon, etc., charcoal, burned and crackled stones, and other evi-
dences of occupancy. Similar pits are located on the same side of the valley just
above the settlement, and on the south side near the mouth of Nicola River.
Between this place and the railroad-station at Spences Bridge the river has cut
into the bank, and exposed several old burials. Here are also remains of under-
ground houses. More of them may be seen near the Indian village just below
the railroad-station, and a large number are located on the low terrace close to
the south bank of the river, about a mile down the valley. Excavations in these
show that the fireplace was near the centre of the house. Numerous broken
bones of food-animals were found with ashes and charcoal. Several skin-scrapers
made of stone were found on the surface of the circular embankments (see Fig.
355). Small pits of similar appearance, but deeper in proportion to their diam-
eter, are found near these house-sites, and are supposed to be remains of caches
or cellars. Chipped points of glassy basalt for arrows, spears, etc., chipped skin-
scrapers made of stone, stone hammers or pestles, and bowlders bearing paintings
in red,1 are frequently found on the surface near Spences Bridge.

At Kamloops attention was directed particularly to the large burial-ground
and camp-site already described. Except where held in place by an occasional
sagebrush, the light yellowish gray sand is ever shifting over this site, so that the
depth of the remains varies daily, and the original order of burial has been much
disturbed. Burned and crackled bowlders hold in place conical piles of sand froin
twenty to thirty feet in diameter. These are evidently the places where stones
have been heated to be used in cooking roots or for boiling food in baskets.
Strewn over the entire site are found the bones of food-animals, stray bones from
graves, burned and crackled firestones, and other objects, such as dentalium
shells, copper beads, and flat oblong beads made of bone. The last named were
usually found in little patches near traces of fires, and were frequently charred.

1 See Part IV, Plate XIX.
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Chipped points for knives, arrows, etc., wedges made of antler, and stone pestles
or hammers, were also discovered.

At intervals along the river-bank, from the western limit of this site to the
Government Indian School, about two miles to the east, are remains of under-
ground houses, which are most numerous near the school. They vary from
about fifteen to thirty feet in diameter, and close to them are traces of cache-pits
five or six feet in diameter. There are also remains of underground houses at
the south end of the bridge. In one of these a number of willow-trees six to
eight inches in diameter are growing.

rhe " GovernmDnt Site" is located north of the slough, on a flat at the base
of the foot-hills close to the sclhool. Here the shifting sand has exposed the
remains of cremated children, together with dentalium shells, flat oblong bone
beads, and chipped cache forms of glassy basalt.

The " Government Hill Site " is located on the brow of the foot-hills leading
to the mountains, about a hundred feet above the flat northwest of the school,
and northeast of the large burial-ground. Here water may have been obtained
from the slough at the base of the hills. At this site also the wind constantly
shifts the dry sand, and the surface is strewn with material similar to that on the
large burial-ground. Burials found here were not claimed by the present Indians
as belonging to their ancestors, although an iron awl with bone handle (see Fig.
357d) was found. Sagebrush fabrics and wood were also found in the graves,
but these would naturally last for a long time in the dry sand.

In one of the ravines cutting the foot-hills were quantities of angular pieces
of rock, which seem to be of the same material as that of which the chipped
implements found in this region were made. It was not determined whether an
outcrop of this rock was uncovered by erosion of the ravine, or whether these
angular pieces had been carried down by water from a point higlher up the hill-
side. Following up the ravine, their occurrence became less frequent, and finally
they seemed to be entirely absent. Workshops were not discovered in this
ravine, but at several places on the Government Hill Site chips of glassy basalt
were found in caches uncovered by the wind, and accompanied in one instance
by small pebbles possibly used as chipping-hammers, and fragments of bone that
may have been used in flaking. Cache forms and finished implements were found
in the vicinity. On the whole, these places seem to have been small workshops.

The first whites to reach this vicinity were the Hudson Bay Company's
agents, who built a block-house on the point west of the mouth of North Thomp-
son River. Here were found the graves of the Indians who first met the whites.
The bodies were buried stretched out on the back, with heads west, in wooden
coffins put together with blacksmith-made iron nails. Near these graves were
traces of underground houses. The Indians raised no objections to the explora-
tion of these graves, although they knew that they were those of their immediate
ancestors. They did not know to what people the graves at the other sites at
Kamloops belonged.
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About two miles below this point, on the northern side of the river, is a
wind-swept sand-knoll where evidences of a village-site were found. Near the
mouth of Tranquille River, on the north side of Kamloops Lake, above the red
paintings on Battle Bluff, were evidences of still another village-site.

In Nicola Valley, at LikIJa'qEtEn, about nine miles above the mouth and on
the east side of the river, were a number of graves (Plate XXV, Fig. i). The
bodies had been placed upon the surface at the foot of a rock-slide or talus slope,
and were covered by disturbing the slope sufficiently to cause rocks to slide down
over them.' These graves are usually marked by a few rocks piled up on them;
but the pile is so low, that it is difficult to distinguish it from other parts of the
talus slope. In some cases a branch was inserted among the rocks over the grave,
and extended down to the body. One skeleton, resting upon the rock-slide, was
in a little tent of poles covered with mats made of the stalks of the common cat-
tail ( Typha lalifolia L.). The rock-slide had been worked down around the tent
to a height of about two feet over the skeleton. TIhere were no objects found with
the body or in the tent. Another grave was without a tent, but contained a celt
and chipped basalt points. The Indians knew of these graves, and' considered
them as belonging to the Thompson Indians, although they did not care much
for them. Numerous pits, the remains of uinderground houses and food-caches,
were located on the flat between this slide and the river.

At a point four miles farther up the valley, or thirteen miles from its mouth, is a
rocky bluff whiclh the Indians call Ka'iatamus a canEx, or " the shooting rock," on
account of the following custom: The young men, when passing along the trail
between the river and the rock, used to try their skill at lodging an arrow on its
top. At the southern base of this cliff is a talus slope in which are a number of
burials marked by posts and twigs. One of the ts is carved at the top to repre-
sent a human face. These graves are also kno _he Indians to be those of the
Thompsons, but they care very little for them, because no near relatives of the
people buried there are living. There are house-pits about a mile below this place,
also about a quarter of a mile above it, and at various camping-places throughout
the valley. They are so numerous that notes of all the sites were not taken. At
some of them are cache-pits, and also circular saucer-shaped depressions which mark
sites of summer lodges. The former are deep, and surrounded by embankments.

The graves of two children and one man, the latter known to have been buried
in the fifties, were explored on the terrace overlooking Nicola River from the south,
at the mouth of Nicola Lake and due south of the bridge. These graves were
about eighteen inches deep, and above each of them was a pile of five or six
bowlders. Red pictographs were reported by the Indians to be on a rocky
promontory which we saw near the middle of the lake, on its northern shore.

At NxaxtetEx,, near Qe'iamix, on the Indian reserve at the eastern limit of
Nicola Lake, south of Nicola River and of the church on the reserve, is an outcrop
of rock in the Meander Hills. This is about three miles north of Quilchena

I See Part IV, p. 330.
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(Qwiltca'na). There are three main talus slopes between this knoll and the lake,
in all of which were graves marked by sticks and twigs. Charlie Tcilaxitca, who
is about sixty years of age and a brother of the chief of this reserve, related that
when he first saw the place, it resembled a patch of small dead trees, so numerous
were the twigs marking graves on the slope. The rocks were piled up over the
graves, but the piles were so low that they were difficult to find, except when
marked by twigs (Plate XXV, Fig. 2).

Ulula'mqen, or Iron-Head, a man about seventy years of age, who was born at
the lower end of Nicola Lake, and lived on this reserve, gave the following history
of these graves. One spring, when his father was a young man, and before he
himself was born, about fifty Nicola Athapascans were living in an underground
house where the church is now.1 From there on to the flat close to the lake,
between it and the rock-slides, a party of about a hundred Thompson Indians
were camping in lodges among the bushes which skirt the shore, and give the
place its name. A few of them had come from near Spences Bridge, and many
from Lytton, to fish in Nicola Lake. In the evening one of the Nicola
Athapascans noticed some people without horses walking along the hillsides on
the northern border of the lake. He reported what he had seen, but the people
thought they were only hunters or some persons out for a stroll. All went well
until some time after dark, when they heard a cry like that of an owl from the hill-
side to the eastward. Then a coyote-cry answered, and so on, along the hillside
surrounding the camp on the eastward, until the cries of two owls, one fox, two
coyotes, and a bald-headed eagle, had been heard. The fires were burning
brightly in the dark night, and the people were all eating. When they noticed
these cries, they grew suspicious, especially when later they heard the note of a
robin nearer the camp- hantha bird would naturally come. A boy was sent
out to see who uttered the c_e objected; but the people made him go, never
thinking it might be an enemy s cry. Being afraid, the boy stuck a lighted piece
of pitch-wood in his hiead-dress. When he had gone a little distance, a Shuswap
warrior, one of a party from near Kamloops, who had probably made the noise,
jumped uip and struck him on the head, killing him. Immediately, while most of
the people were still eating, not having had time to learn of this murder, the
war-cries of the entire attacking party were heard. The enemy consisted of about
two hundred young warriors. They killed the whole fishing-party except a few
young women, whom they made their slaves. Two Thompsons, one man and one
woman, escaped by swimming across the lake. All the people in the underground
house were killed. The narrator did not know of any noted Indians being
present among the victims. The Shuswap left most of the property of the slain
behind, in their haste to return before an avenging party could be organized.

Shortly after this, Nkwala', a chief of the Nicola Athapascans, but partly of
Okanagon blood, arrived with a party of friends from his home on the eastern
side of Douglas Lake. He was one of the greatest chiefs of the whole region,

l Remains of underground houses were found where he said, and were probably known to him.
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and for him Nicola Valley is named. He was greatly surprised to learn of the
massacre, and pained to see the dead that had been left by the Shuswap warriors.
Some of the children had been tied in pairs, and thrown over the handles of
spears that had been stuck into the house-poles; and a number of the older
persons, as well as some of the children, had been disembowelled. He set out
to bury these people hastily, which took his party over a day and a half. No
avenging party was sent by the Nicola Athapascans. The Thompsons sent out
a party, which went to Kamloops by way of Douglas Lake, and returned by the
Thompson River trails. Their success is unknown. The old men told the
narrator that all of the dogs were killed and buried with their owners, so far as
these were known; but those whose masters were not known were killed and
buried separately. A large number of dentalium shells were buried with one
body. Stone axes, kettles (one of which was of copper), and other things, were
also buried with their owners when known. A double-bladed iron knife, probably
secured by trade from the United States, was buried with one body. The people
had no guns at that time; and such horses as they had, if any, were taken posses-
sion of by relatives. The Thompsons and Athapascans, being close friends, were
buried together indiscriminately. Iron-Head had never heard that any bulrials
were made in the rock-slide before or since this massacre. The chief, however,
said that later on, an Indian who had died of small-pox had been buried there, it
being an out-of-the-way place.

Resources.-The resources of the prehistoric people of the Thompson River
region, as indicated by the results of these explorations, were practically the same
as those found at Lytton.1 According to Dawson,2 fine-grained augite-porphyrite,
or basalt, is abundant in the Arrow-stone Hills and near the head of Cache Creek,
a tributary of Bonaparte River, which empties into the Thompson from the north,
between Kamloops and Spences Bridge. Although objects made of this material
are found in the Lillooet Valley, and even in the Fraser Delta, yet it seems to
have been more frequently used for chipped implements the nearer the Thompson
River region is approached. One drill-point made of andesitic lava was found,
and also one object made of aragonite. Green stones3 are perhaps as numerous
among the bowlders near Spences Bridge as they are at Lytton. Bowlders of
nephrite (identified by Mr. George F. Kunz) resembling the same material from
Lytton and the Thompson River region were found by the writer on the beach at
the mouth of Nootsack River, in the State of Washington. Flat pebbles of the
same material, sharpened and partly cut into strips to form celts, were also

See Part III, pp. I32, if.
2 Notes on the Shuswap People of British Columbia (Transactions of the Royal Society of Canada, Section II,

1891, p. 35) ; also American Anthropologist, N.S., Vol. I, October, 1899, p. 766.
3 See Part III, p. 132; Notes on the Shuswap People of British Columbia, by George M. Dawson (Trans. Roy.

Soc. Canada, Section II, I89I, pp. ii, i8); Note on the Occurrence of Jade in British Columbia, and its Employment
by the Natives, by George M. Dawson (Canadian Record of Science, Vol. II, No. 6, April, 1887, p. 364); Notes on
Specimens of Nephrite from British Columbia, by B. J. Harrington (Trans. Roy. Soc. Canada, Section III, I890,
p. 6I) ; and other papers referred to in these publications.
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408 SMITH, ARCHAOLOGY OF THE THOMPSON RIVER REGION.

found. It seems that these bowlders are widely distributed, and that wherever
they occurred they were used for making implements.

Here as elsewhere tough rocks, such as diorites, were employed for hammers,
pestles, etc. Yellow ochre, of a more reddish color than that seen at Lytton,'
was found at Kamloops, while white calcareous or infusorial earths were not
found in this region, although there is no proof that they were not used. Frag-
ments of rock bearing galena were found at Kamloops, as was also an iron awl.

Some points (Fig. 336) suitable for arrows were made of bone. Beaver-
teeth were made into dice. Bone of the whale (identified by Prof. H. F. Osborn)
was imported from the seacoast, and made into war-clubs of a form typical of
this region. It is possible that it was imported over the same route as were the
dentalium shells, which until recently came through the Chilcotin country, from
the region north of Vancouver Island. This is further emphasized by the absence
of clubs of this miaterial along Lower Fraser River.

Pecten shells were found, but no olivella-shell objects were seen above
Lytton. Shells of the fresh-water unio were found in little patches about three
feet in diameter at the four largest sites at Kamloops in sufficient numbers to
indicate that this animal was used for food.

Fragments of matting made of cat-tail stalks, fabrics of sagebrush-bark, fibre
of cedar, and charred bearberries, were found in the graves, but seeds of Lylho-
spermum were not seen.

Hunling and Fishing; Digging Roofs. -The implements used in procuring
food in this region were fully as numerous as at Lytton, and of a similar character.
The chipped points for arrows, spears, knives, etc., were usually made of glassy

basalt. Numerous caches containing chips and

blades of this material were found. Blades of
%t6 the forms shown in Fig. 331 were abundant.

The chips and flakes which were found in lots

of thirty to a hundred in the caches are rather

, large, curved to the natural fracture, and often

.\Xefrw-SX fr </ ;Z-3 t V show bulbs of percussion. They are similar
XXe; ,W to chips and flakes from other regions. Some

show secondary chipping along one or more

Fig.3,,a (218,), b (,u5a), c (2117a). Cache Formsof edges. Although usually waste material from
Glassy Aasalt. Kamloops. a1 nat. size.

the manufacture of chipped implements, they
were undoubtedly sometimnes used, here as elsewhere, for cutting.

Points clhipped from this material are very numerous, and exhibit a great

variety of forms. A typical series is illustrated in Fig. 332. One of these points
(Fig. 332, c) was found crushed into pieces of wood resembling parts of a bow, so

that it seemed to be hafted in the wood. The specimen shown in Fig. 332 f is
slightly polished, anid its edges are rounded, probably by the sand blowing against
it. Fig. 332, z4, shows typical points much like the usual forms, save that each

1 See Part III, p. I33.
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of these is specialized by serrations on one side. Typical forms made of other
materials are shown in Fig. 333. Some of these are made of white chalcedony
(Fig. 333, a and c), another one of waxy yellow chalcedony (Fig. 333, b), and a
fourth one of chert (Fig. 333, d).

Four beautifully chipped complex forms
of glassy basalt are shown in Fig. 334, b to e. /
The form shown in Fig. 334 a was collected

a

4 5
( /.

/ -. A

LV A
V

1 k. .

I j

6'
Fig. 332. Chipped Points of Glassy Basalt. i nat. size.

a (dws), b (14hga), c ( 10yra), d (vjgga), f ( g (ats), i (a' sa), j(a*Isb),
Kamloops; e (wl77y), h (gifja), Spences Bridge.

by Mr. Teit from a cache of badly formed points
found near Spences Bridge. The Indians Fig. 333, a (vit), b (2j8y), c (4a), d (sgisa). Chipped

tointS made of Chalcedony and Chert. Kamloops. nat.maintained that it was a piece of arrow-stone size.

shaped by the Raven for no particular pur-
pose, that the Raven shaped the arrow-stone according to his fancy, but that most
of the forms he made resemble arrow-heads. Possibly these may have been
used for scarifying the body or for surgical operations.

Two points rubbed out of slate have been found in this region (Fig. 335).
These, like the sea-shells and
bone of the whale, probably

e A came from the coast, where
c '/+4<c.lz li>:2 Cg A such forms are common, or

they are at least imitations of

IV' ~~~~~~thecoast.
@ j 4 4 g A Points for arrow and spear

Fig. 334. 335. heads rubbed out of bone
Fig. 334. Complex Chipped Points of Glassy Basalt. a (ag), Spences Bridge; (Fig. 336) were not uncom-

b (7V53e), c (yfls b), d (flgtc), e (aa) Nicola Lake. A nat. size.
Fig. 335. Rubbed Points made of Slate. a (glX), Kamloops; b (157a), Spences mon. Although I did not find

Bridge. nat. size.
any at Lytton, it is safe to as-

sume that they were used there as well. The base of the specimen shown in Fig. 336 b
is thin and sufficiently wedge-shaped to be readily inserted in an arrow-shaft, while
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the specimen shown in Fig. 336 c has a base nearly cylindrical in form. In the char-
coal and soil adhering to the

ell

II

/i
i;
.J.

.4

II
1:,.IJ'-.

I,.i
It..

6

I

I'

-9
.1.

1.1,P.'
1'..

..I
:31...

A C-

..I

I,i;.

.!, -.iI

A

iI
b..

.III!:.i

I,.Ii
f')
II,
1.... o. ..

Fig. 336. Bone Points. I nat. size.
a ( b),b II) d,f-h (2,j" a, b, c, d), Kamli

c (Bki), e (5f1a), Spences Bridge.

specimen is the impression of primary wing-feathiers,
with the tips pointing towards its base. The
specimen shown in Fig. 336 d is made of the
heavy leg-bone of the elk or a like animal, and
bears an artificial median groove on the surface
opposite the marrow-canal. Of seven bone
points that were buried with it, apparently in a

pouch at the side of a body, three were of the
form shown in Fig. 336f, one of the form shown
in Fig. 336 g, and two of the form shown in
Fig. 336 h. Another one was apparently merely
a splint with rounded back and hollowed front.
Possibly two pieces like that shown in Fig.
336f were placed one on each side of the one

shown in Fig. 336 g, and lashed there by
windings, to form the well-known salmon har-
poon-head.1 Each specimen of the shape shown
in Fig. 336 f is considerably decomposed for
about half its length from the tapering end,
while the- less acute end is better preserved.

loops; The different states of preservation of the two
ends suggest that the points were inserted in

a handle or held by windings, which affected the decomposition of the bone.
The splint may have been simply a brace or filling between or outside of

the others. Possibly the other specimens were additional
barbs. This is not unlikely, because it is known that four-
pronged spears were used by the Indians. On the other hand,
these specimens may have been used as the barbs of fish-

Fig. 337- Fig. 338.
Fig. 337, a bb (Y+h) c (dha). Harpoon-points made of Bone. Kamloops. a nat. size.
Fig. 338, a ( Bone object, Kamloops; b (g4lll), Wooden object, Spences Bridge. 4 nat. size.

spears.' Fig. 336 e illustrates one of seven specimens, all of similar form but
varying in size, found in the pouch at the side of a grave explored at Spences

'.See Part IV, Fig. 231. 2 Ibid., Fig. 232.
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Bridge. Two of the specimens of this lot show well-preserved impressions of
winding, exactly as would be the case if they formed parts of a harpoon-point.'

A bone harpoon-point made wholly of one piece of material, and with a

barb, was found (Fig. 337, a). The barb, however, is broken off. The base is
wedge-shaped, and could easily be inserted in the split end of a handle. Such
harpoon-points, I was told by Baptiste, an old shaman who is still familiar with the
ancient implements of the Indians, were used for spearing beaver.2 A similar
point, also said to be used for beaver-spearing, was secured by Mr. Teit from the
Indians at Spences Bridge. Two other harpoon-points (Fig. 337, b, c) are much
burned, and, as both are broken, their original shape cannot be determined. There
are many pieces still less perfect, which were found scattered on the surface of the
large burial-ground at Kamloops, while other pieces were found with cremated
bones of children at the Government Site.

Fig. 338 a illustrates a bone object found on the surface of the Government
Hlill at Kamloops. It has been bleached and somewhat warped by the sun.

The notch in the end extends slightly down the sides, but shows no rubbing.
Fig. 338 b illustrates a similar-shaped speci-
men made of wood, which was found in a

woven pouch in the grave at Spences Bridge. b
Still adhering to it are shreds of cedar-bark,
while' traces of red ochre cover it. The notch
is rectangular, and the other end of the

specimen is pointed like a sharpened lead- .j \ l)
pencil. These specimens seem to be fore-
shafts for arrows or spears,- the former
possibly for a spear, while the latter, being /1

delicate, would be more appropriate for a

small arrow.

In a grave near Nicola Lake were found
fragments of a wooden bow of lenticular
cross-section ornamented with parallel, irreg-
ularly arranged, cuneiform incisions.3 Pieces L
of wood, some of which may have been part -
of a bow, were found in a grave at the

mouth of Nicola Lake, and pieces of wood --><
found in the second grave on the Govern-
ment Hill at Kamloops resemble a bow of

Fig. 339, a (X ),b(b ). Sap-scrapers. Kamloops. Xnat.the type shown in Fig. 220, Part IV. size.

Digging-sticks were used in the region,

several of the handles made of antler having been found. Many of them are deco-
rated by incised designs.4

I See l'art IV, Fig. 231' 2 See Part III, Fig. 20, which shows a specimen probably used for the same purpose.
3 See Part IV, Fig. 216. 4 See Part III, p. I37; Part IV, p. 231.
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For securing soft inner bark or sap for food, the Indians use bone scrapers,
with which the trunk of the tree is scraped after the outer bark 'has been
removed.' The specimens shown in Fig. 339 probably served the same purpose.
One of these (Fig. 339, a) is made from the shoulder-blade of some large mammal.
It is consequently very thin. The edges show that the bone was cut by grooving
or incising each side, and breaking, in the same manner as the pieces of serpentine
and nephrite were detached from bowlders. The broken edges were then smoothed
by rubbing, and the short side was sharpened. A second specimen is also made
of bone. It is slightly thicker than the other. It shows no marks of cutting, and
has sharp edges on all sides. A third one (Fig. 339, b) is smaller, but similar to
the first. It is perforated, possibly for suspension, and does not show marks of
cutting along its edges.2

In Fig. 34oa is shown a bone implement made from a fragment of a long bone,
slightly worked at the base, and shaped like a paper-cutter at the point. Fig.

340 b represents another bone implement, very thin, with
rounded edges at the base, and is shaped like the former. It
is perforated at the centre, about an inch from the base, the

a 1t b | 1ll hole having been drilled or scraped from both sides. These
two implements may have been used for cutting inner bark
when the sap runs in April.'

I1 1 !1 Tubes about four inches long, made from bird-bones cut

off squarely at the ends, were secured. These were proba-
L' % ijlil11 bly used for drinking.4
1;2 '1'|lj Pieces of birch-bark with perforations resemblIing sm all1

needle-holes were found; and in the second grave on the
Government Hill a little dish was secured. It was made by
turningup the sides of a piece of birch-bark, folding in the
ends, and stitching them with a piece of bark. The speci-
men may have been a drinking-cup, similar to those in use

, up to recent times. The present Indians make such dishes
in which to market wild strawberries.

Preparation of Food. - Stone pestles served for crush-
Fi 343,a( ,3Bone Implements. Kamloops. ing dried meat, berries, etc., as well as for driving wedges,

nat. size. splitting wood, and in like industries. Many of these
pestles are mere cylinders of tough rock, often but slightly changed from the
natural pebble by a little pecking or rubbing. One of those found is over a
foot in length. The typical form, which is common to this region and to the
upper Columbia near Spokane, however, has a conoid body with a rounded or
hat-shaped top (Fig. 341, a, b). In some cases the top is of'the form of a face or

1 See Part IV, p. 233.
2 See Part III, Fig. 95, which was probably also used as a sap-scraper; not as a pendant, as stated on p. I51.
3 Ibid, Fig. 51, which figure was believed by Michel of Lytton to represent such an inmplemelnt.
4 See Part IV, p. 313.
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animnal head (Fig. 341, c, see also Fig. 295, Part IV). The last-named specimen
hias a cylindrical striking-head, which resembles that of the typical pestles of Lytton.

It might easily have been brought from there; and it is surprising
that no more pestles with cylindrical striking-heads have been im-

fl'A ported into this region.
A4 --Flat oval bowlders, like those

seen at Lytton, are frequently
7> - ,/-cffi7 found scattered on the surface of

the sites. The typical specimen
is made of granite, and shows a

/ decided saucer-shaped depression
/ -- ffi / ffi : -- in the centre of one side. This

K X g :-0 & tX tends to confirm the belief thatI these objects were used as anlvils
upon which to crush fo od o r

Fig. 34I. Stonie Hammers. 1 nat. size.
a;iiG)(167, alop; 280) pclesJide pound other mzaterial. Baptistea b(42)141,3 ), Kandloops; c(Alo), Spenices13rid,e.B pit

said that small stones were used
as anvils upon wxhich to crush food in mouthful quantities for rich, toothless old
persons when travelling. He said that these persons would use a large stone when
at home, but that a small one was lighter to carry when travelling. The food was
placed between two pieces of skin and crushed with a small pestle. Large flat
pieces of sandstone, on which food was rubbed,1 were not found in this region.

The large stone mortar shown in Fig. 342 was
found cached as described on p. 436. It is made of 77

granite, with bottom slightly concave. The bowl is
about six inches across
by four inches deep, and
fairly smooth.2 The little
stone mortar shown in
Fig. 343 has arather6
smlootl, saucer - shaped . zA &g 7
bowl, with a smaller i:>,
pecked pit 'in the base. '---
Around it outside are
four incised lines that Fig. 342. Fig. 343-

Fig. 342 (2",). Stone Mortar. Kamloops. nnat. size.
are somewhat effaced, Fig. 343 (1746.g)4 Stone Mortar. Kamloops. 1 nat. size.

the specimien apparently
having been last used as a hammer-stone. Mortars of the type slhown in Fiig. 342

See Part III, p. r39.
2 According to iniformation secuired by Professor Boas some years ago, while at Kamloops, a large stone dish, made

of serpentinie or steatite, was found there in I874, and is said to have beeni sent to Geneva, Switzerland; another was
said to have been secured by Professor lIaliburton and sent to Ottawa; while a third andI fourth were takeni to Victoria
iy Judge O'Riley and Dr. Ash. The last-named specimen is said to have represented a woman in a sitting posture, witl
a snake sculptured on her back, where was also a cup-shaped depression.

4 13)
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were not found west of Kamloops. They are common, however, to the south, in
Columbia Valley and in California.

Fish-knives made of slate, like those found at Lytton, were rare at Kam-
loops. They were not found at Spences Bridge or in Nicola Valley. The scar-

city of slate knives among the finds is probably due to chance or to the fact that
dried fish was comparatively unimportant article of

'-~0,Z diet. It cannot be due to lack of contact with Coast
;.-.0 X tribes, because other objects are found, made of material

imported from the coast, or exhibiting in their form the
influence of coast culture. The slate knife illustrated

in Fig. 344, like another one, has very dull edges,
Fig. 344 (jjf). Fish-knife. Kamloops. all of which are about equally rubbed or rounded, as

i nat. size.

would be the case had the object been used as a skin-
scraper. There is a wide shallow groove, perhaps one-fourth the width of the
specimen, running lengthwise near one edge, and on the other side a similar
groove near the opposite edge. These grooves disappear before reaching the
ends of the specimen.

No shell spoons were found. The conical piles of sand held in place by
burned and crackled pebbles, tfhat are described on p. 403, are undoubtedly the
sites where roots were baked, after being covered with leaves and ashes. The
Indians boiled their food in baskets until recently. The scattered burned and
crackled stones, and the entire absence of pottery, suggest that it was the custom
in the past. We may naturally suppose that roasting before
open fires was also as customary as it is now.

Habitations. -Here, as at Lytton, the ancient houses
were similar to the underground houses inhabited by the
Indians until within the last decade.' This is proved by the -
numerous pits, each surrounded by a circular embankment,
found at all of the sites visited (Part III, Plate XIII, Fig. 2,
also pp. 403 ff). Near them are often found the pits indicat-
ing ancient food-caches or cellars.

Tools. - Wedges made of elk-antler were of the same

sort, and were as numerous in the graves and on the surface
as at Lytton. Undoubtedly they were here used for the same -
purposes, for splitting timbers, cutting firewood, and for gen- '

eral carpentry-work. Some of these wedges are much bat-
tered by long use. The one illustrated in Fig. 345 shows
grooves at the sides similar to those which are seen on some

of the stone celts, the antler having been partly cut through Fig.345 (AVg). Wedge made

from both sides, and then broken before -the wedge was of Anter. Kamloops. nat.size.

rubbed to a point. Some of the wedges were made of very small prongs of antler
sharpened from both sides, and are almost small enough to serve as awls.

I See Part IV, pp. 192-195.
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While the stone hammers or pestles with convex bases were possibly largel)y
used for crushing food and for a variety of other purposes, yet those with concave

bases were undoubtedly oftener used as hammers for driving wedges, etc. The
deeply-pitted hammner-stone, such as is found in the Great Lake region, was not

seen, but tough pebbles were used for pounding. Some of these are small, and
battered on only one end. Similar unbattered pebbles found with pieces of
glassy basalt in the caches suggest that the former might have been chlipping-
hammers. Others are mere pebbles the ends of wlhich were flattened by use in
pounding. One of these hammers (Fig. 346) is very smooth on one side, while
the opposite side is slightly polished. The flattened ends are not battered, but
appear as if the object had been used to pound some soft material, or as if while
in use it had been protected, perhaps by being covered with skin. It may have
served as a club-head.' The rubbed sides would tend to confirm the idea that
it had been hafted.

The specimen shown in Fig. 347 is a pebble which has been notched or

grooved on two edges. It does not show any battered ends; but another object
of the same kind is slightly abraded on one side. These may have been sinkers
for nets used when fishing in Kamloops Lake, or club-heads which were covered
with skin when in use. Round stones somewhat similar to these were covered

with skin and used as balls.'
Possibly some stones of the

X 2,'E'kind here described' may

have been used for this pur-

pose.

Stone celts, the longest

specimens of which Baptiste

i ig. 346 ig 3 Fig 348 (mi). Handle made of

Figs. 346 (sBW), 347 (a§s)- Stone Hammers. Kamloops. 4fi nat. size. Antler.34KamAtloo)ps. nat. sizde. o

said may have been used either as battle-axes or chisels,4 were found throughout
the entire region.

The bleached piece of antler shown in Fig. 348 was possibly the handle of a

stone chisel. The lower end is cut squarely across, and the upper end is bevelled.
The specimen was found in pieces, the soft inner part of the antler being too much
decomposed to determine whether the object was a handle or merely a cylinder of
antler. It is the only archaological evidence secured in this region that tends to
prove a statement of Baptiste, that celt handles were muade of antler.

The material of the celts is green stone, apparently such as was used for the
'SeePartIv,Fig.248.Ibid., p. 279. See Part III, 183.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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I See Part IV, Fig. 248. 2 Ibid., p. 279. 3 See Part III, p. I42. 4 See Part IV, p. i83.
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same purpose at Lytton. Those figured were identified as neplhrite by Mr.
George F. Kunz.

These celts vary in size. Tlhe largest one found measured nearly folurteen
inches in length (Fig. 349, a), and the smallest barely two inches

RpA 1~. in length (Fig. 350, b). Both of these specimens are dotuble-
f4$a4; 'p 2 bladed, and, like nearly all celts of the region, show traces of the

grooves by which they were cut out.1
1Michel of Lytton stated that the horsetail

rush (Equaisciuiit ) was used to start the grooves
when cutting out
pieces of nephrite.2
After that, sharp-
ened beaver-teeth,
and finally quartz,
sandstone, or ne-

phrite, either witlh
or without sand,
was used. Mr. Teit
refers to the use of
the same plant for
polishing.3

6111st01;:[] g i a I have stated
already' that vari-

p .: | t [ 0 :! ous methods were

--1'----hi-. .~~~~~~us e d for cutting
---0zts0nephrite, and that

the numerous frag-
I .t---->> : .nmentsof sandstone

F-v j { :111 1 1 W | showing bevelled
or rounded edges,
which were found
at Lytton, we re
probably exten-
sively used for this
purpose. It would
seem that those

i1;-tl t \ 0 l ~wit h rouded
I0 edges hiad been

_ l Xworn down in the
Fig. 349, a (As%), b (4 c),c ) Celts made of Ncphrite. East End Nicola Lake. nat. si7e. process of cutting.

See Part IIl, p. I43.
2 See Part III, Fig. 49. Michel probably meant steatite, of wlhich pipes were made, antd in cuttilng wlhich beaver-

teeth might have been used. 3 See Part IV, p. I84.
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Somiie pieces of slate with rubbed edges, found at Kamloops, may have
serve(l the same purpose; but pieces of sandstone similar to those found at Lyt-
ton were entirely absent. It mnay be that neplhrite implements were not imanu-
factuLred at any of the places investigated, as is also suggrested by tlle scarcity of
ctut bowidlers, of whiclh a single specimen only xvas found ; and this would accouint
for the absence of tlhese sandstone cutters. Some of the grooved bowlders found
at Lytton hiave small artificial scratches on thleim, resembling glacial stria,, such as
XVoulll be imade by a few large grains of sand under a rubbing-stone.

The specimens shoxw.n in Fig. 349. a and b, have either been battered at one
end iand afterwards rubbed smootlh purposely or by continued uise, or one end had
never been fully sharpened, leaving part of the fractured suLr-
face unpolished, while the edge itself was much rubbed. The e?,

specimi-en shown in Fig. 349 c hlas been cut across at its upper A

encl by a groove on each side. The end was broken off at that l
point, and part of the fractured surface was rubbed smooth.
Thlle implement with slantingr edge, shown in Fig. 350 a, might
well lhave served for a knife, even without hafting. Some speci-
mens were much worn by use, handling, or by sand beinrg Fig. 35o)na3 (at15)7
bloxn against theem. Several have one side convex, the other Celts md'e f Nicphritze.
flat.

A few fragmnents of siliceous sandstone rubbed on the flat sides were found,
wlhiclh probably served as roughl xhetstones and for grinding implements into slhape.

Wh;ietstones, some of them similar to those found at Lytton, were frequently
obtained on the surface and in graves. Sometimes several were found in a single
grave. One of these (Fig. 351, az) is flat, and a groove runs diagonally across it, as
if it had been used to sharpen a chiisel-like object. Another one (Fig. 35 1, b) has

also deep scratches. It is nearly square in cross-sec-ISTJ: I; I i tion. Still another one (Fig. 35 1, c) is of fine-grained
schist rubbed on the edge, somewhiat as are the grit-
stones used for cutting serpenitine and nephrite; but

it is concave in
-t i I Cplaces, as if rubbed

/ Lupon ratlher than
1/ ~~~~~~~~~usedin plougrhing a

groove. Many of
- t.es. wihetstones

____________-____ were simiple, finger-
slhaped pieces of slate

Fig. 35I Whetstones. nat. size. or fine-grained schist
' (A1%azt, 6 (ffVI ¾Kamloops; c (7(;), Nicola Valley. rubbed on all sides.

Thlie frequent presence of beaver-teeth, not made inlto dice, in the caches and
graxves, altltough they were not cut, as were some found at Lytton,1 suggests that

'See Part III, Fig. 49.
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they were used for cutting or for chipping implements. A piece of wood re-
sembling a bow, into which was pressed a chipped stone point (Fig. 332, c), is the
only object found which is suggestive of a knife-handle.

One bar of antler about a quarter of an inch in thickness and an inch wide,
tapering to a narrow square end which was rubbed smooth, may have been used
for chipping arrow-points, plaiting baskets, or for similar purposes. According to

c

e

......
.7.

..".

Ispp-
"i ,..

..Ilm.

I

Fig. 352. Chipped Stone Implements. Nat. size.
a (g4s), b ( c7a),c (2-g'a) Scrapers. Kamloops; d (sI), Knife. Kamloops; e (2+0X). / (si1h), Drills.

Kamloops; g(g 7y), Drill. Spences Bridge.

Baptiste, implements of this kind were used to rub or scrape small pieces of skin.'
Some pieces of the metapodial bone of the deer, split or cut lengthwise, were
rubbed on all edges, and sharpened to a spatulate shape; others were rubbed on
the broken edges of the middle part of the bone, as would have been the case
had they been used for skin-scrapers.2

For scraping and cutting, the chipped objects shown in Fig. 352, a-c, would
have been useful. These are rather flat on one side, showing, besides the bulb of
percussion, few if any places where chips have been detached. The other side
is of the shape of a turtle-back, and shows much secondary chipping. The first
of these is made of glassy basalt, the second of chert, the third of opal. Fig. 352
d shows an object similar in shape to the carving-knives used until recently.3 It
is made of chert. Fig. 352, e-g, illustrates the typical chipped specimens suitable

I See Part III, Fig. 52. 2 Ibid., Fig. 65. See Part IV, Figs. 125, 126.
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for drills or perforators fountd in this region. hlie first of these is nmLade of chert,
the second of andesitic lava, the third of g,lassy basalt.

Pairs of coarse siliceous sandstone arrowslhaft-smiioothiers, like those found at
Lytton,' were frequently found in tlle graves. They vary in lenc-tlh frormi about two
to seven inches.

The object shown in Figr. 353 is part of a largrer object made of bone of the
whale, buLt no other fragments of it were found. It shows at the lower end a

Fi4. 353 ( Boif.BOnC
(Obhject. Kamiloops. ' nat.
size.

Fig. 354, n K:1, b (G410C
hone Objects. Kamiloops. 1 n

rectangular cut, as if a hole had been miiade through it from
edge to edge; and a groove extends along its edges. Possibly
it was the end of the handle of a war-club, with the 1hole for a
suspending-string and the grooves
for receiving a tlhong for the same (c§-
pulrpose, or a string of beads, or
similar orinamental objects. ;

The charred bone object slhown
in F 354 is shaped like a staple, (
and was whittled into shape. The
upper end is blunt, and apparently
Inot worn by use. TIhe prongs are
square on the inside, and rounded +i$j
on the outer edges. Theyarerath- t<
er slharp. A sinilar bone object,

much bleaclhed (Fig.354, b) was
found on the surface of the 7
large burial-place at Kanm-il-
loops. Its upper end is sllarp- -

4i enciied, and forms a hecad of
greater width than tlle rest
of the object. Grooves begin
witlh the deep notch at its base,
and extend upward towards the

(u 1gaI- poilnt. The prongs are incised FnAZ?i2(2,{1L0') Skin-scraper. SpeneCs
at. s oze. ter rBridegegs It.sizt.

on their outer edoes. If this
o1)ject had originally been slipped over the en(1 of a stick, and bountd on, these
incisions would lhave hielcd the winding-strings in place. These objccts mzay have
been points for some implemllent, parts of dog--lharnesses, or attaclhments of nets.
Thlle charred bone object slhown in IFig. 354 c was found witlh the specimnen illus-
trated in Fig. 355, and it shows that it was whittled into sllape. Both ends are
broken off, but some of the Indians believe it to be part of a beaver-spear point.

MIany implements were found which served for the preparation of skins
and for sewingy vegetable materials. Skin-scrapers made of pebbles of quartz,

'See Part III, p. 146.
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argillite, granite, and other materials, were in general 'like those found at Lytton.
The specimen shown in Fig. 355 is unusually large, being over seven inches and
a half long. It is made by chipping the edge of a large flake on both sides.
A few are dovetail shape. Some large chipped points made of glassy basalt, and
similar in shape to the specimens shown in Fig. 331, would have served well for
the same purpose.1

The s'crapers made of bone were practically of the same kind as those from
Lytton. Scrapers made of shoulder-blades of large mammals were
secured, but none made from a full-length metapodial bone. The
specimen shown in Fig. 356, made of the scapula of a deer, was
found in the grave at Spences Bridge. The ends still. show traces
of windings of vegetable fibre; and the whole specimen resembles
the scrapers made of
horses' ribs, wound at
the ends with sage-
brush and skin, such as

or textilethe present Indians use
to bemskins.' Ac-
cording t o Baptiste, I~

the natural grooves in
the skin-scrapers and
chisels made of teh
metapodial bones o f
the deer and elk'2 were ~

show inFig. used as receptacles for a o
awls, and needles for

Scaper 356
th making mats. When

iscewmade ofadnot in use, the whole Fig 357A K s nat esize.
Sapula. Spences aCg') b c (gjtg), Bone Awls; d 62(g46), Iron Awl.
Brdg. nt.siescraper was wrapped in

skin or textile, and the delicate implements were safely carriedinu its groove.
Besides the stone drills or perforators previously mentioned (Fig. 352, e-g),

there were found several awls made of boneandf one of iron. The specimen
shown in Fig. 357 a is miade of the proximal part of an ulna of a deer. Another
one (Fig. 357, b) is made of one-half of the distal end of the metapodial of a deer.
Each of these specimens represents a type of awl, made of a special bone, which
is widely distributed in America. TFhe awl shown in Fig. 357 c is-made of the
distal end of the humerus of a bird, probably a goose or duck, and is cut diago-
nally across. Fig. 357 drepresents an iron awl, with handle made of bone, found in
the pouch at the back of the skeleton in the first grave on the Government Hill
at Kamloops. The iron shaft is so much oxidized that no trace of metallic iron
remains. It is (setting aside the copper, which may be. of native origin) the only
object suggesting contact with the whites, found at any of the old sites herein

1 See Part IV, p. I85. 2 See Part III, Figs. 54, 65.
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described, except the one west of the mouth of the North Thompson, which was
inhabited after the Hudson Bay Company settled there. The bone handle of
this specimen is covered with incised lines, probably intended for ornamental
purposes, and it is stained by copper salts.

Fine and coarse flat needles made of bone were used throughout the entire
region for sewing together cat-tail stalks to form mats, and for other purposes.
The specimen shown in Fig. 358 a is least /2

flat of all, being nearly half round in cross-
section; and the eye, which in most cases ,
is about a third of the way from the end,
is in this case at the tip. It is also con-
nected with the end by what is apparently
an accidental crack, but which makes the
object resemble a self-threading needle.
Another specimen (Fig. 358,b) has the eye
in the usual place, but it departs from I,;
the typical form by being-made of a thinner
piece of bone, so that it was not rubbed
down enough to efface the marrow-canal., 1

The eye is of a circular form, gouged ei iii.t
from both sides. Fig. 358 c shows the
type of bone needle of this region. It has
the eye, which is lenticular in form and
also cut from both sides,-removed more (Ii
than one-third its length from the end. It
is slightly curved, and made of part of a
bone so thick that the cellular structure I
of the inner side is nearly rubbed away.1M
Fig. 358 dshows a similar specimen, which
has two shallow indentions evidently made
purposely,-one near its middle, and the | 4
other opposite its eye. The specimen I1
illustrated in Fig. 358 e differs from the
typical form in having two eyes. One is
located slightly nearer the centre than Fig. 358. Bone Needles. nat. size.
usual; the other is removed about one- q( ( y&)a), Nicola Lake; c (gha), d (aifl,a), e(Alr),
fourth the distance from the end. Fig.

f Kamloops.

358 f illustrates a piece of bone evidently intended for a needle, but not yet
rubbed down or provided with an eye. The cellular structure of the inner side
of the bone is very marked.

The specimen shown in Fig. 358 g is of the shape of a knitting-needle.
It is made of bone, and shows traces of winding which cover bands sepa-
rated by five intervals of irregular size. It is slightly colored by red ochre.
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A second specimen, bearing four bands, but similar in all other details, was found
together with the one described here.

War.-Besides the objects which may have been used in war as well as in
hunting (such as chipped points for spears, arrows, and knives), and others that

may have been tools as well as weapons (such as
club-heads, and the long celts said to have been

''1ibattle-axes), there are some specimens which were

probably useful only in warfare. Prominent among
these were three large clubs found at Kamloops.

ii't[i 2They are made from the rib-bones of the whale. They!';i! rvary from about nineteen inches to two feet in length.
For the greater part of their length they are like the

I!)lli, natural bone, lenticular in cross-section. rhe handle
1:l !; A occupies nearly, if not quite, the upper third of the

object; and on two of the specimens (Fig. 359) the
l;, knob of the handle is carved to represent a human

head, adorned with what is apparently a feather head-
dress. The carvings are practically bilaterally sym-
metrical. The feather head-dress may be clearly
recognized in the smaller club (Fig. 359, a), the beak

J`!t' forming a crest over the human face. The eye in this
crest may belong to the bird from the skin of which
the head-dress is made, or the whole may be a head-

K' 1@,/ 5 Il, ltl,:liil)mask. The lips of the human figure are apart, and
the tongue is pushed forward between them. The

' specimen shown in Fig. 359 b is the largest of the
three clubs, and retains the lateral curve of the rib.
The carving, while less intricate than that on the

t smaller specimen, is quite as striking. The former
! specimen shows distinct marks of the handle having
; been wound with cord. The winding probably served
i,! to give a better hold, and ended in a loop by which

the club was suspended from the wrist.' A fourth
ii rp club, not carved, but made of the same material, is
a6 in the provincial Museum at Victoria. It was col-

Fig.359,a b War-clubs. Kam- lected at Kamloops, in i893, by Mr. C. G. King.
Ioops.flat.size. The whole style of carving of these clubs sug-

gests imitation of the art of the Coast tribes, from whose territory the material
for the objects came. Bone clubs as narrow as this, or with handles of this type,
have not been found on the coast. The general style of the carving of these
handles is most closely approached on the southeastern part of Vancouver Island,
but there the carving usually represents a bird's head.

1 See Part IV, p. 263.
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A dagger or knife over one foot long, made of antler, was found in
excavating at the large burial-place at Kamloops. It does not vary materially
from a similar specimen found at Lytton,' except in having a hole through the
upper end. This hole is about a quarter of an inch long, and of the shape of a
rectangle with rounded corners. It seems to be worn, as if
a thong had been passed through it.

The specimen shown in Fig. 360 a is rudely made of the
thin edge of some large bone, such as a scapula. It has a 4
sharp point. The handle is roughly broken, but may have
been wound with bark twine. It is notched near its end, and
a scratched groove extends across it from the notch. This 1
notch may have served for holding in place skin or fabric i
wound around it for a handle, or it may have been simply
for attaching a string for suspension. Possibly the imple- '| b,
ment served as a knife, to be used for a variety of purposes. i
Fig. 360 b shows a beautifully ornamented dagger or spear iTII 1
point made of antler. Its base is mtuch decomposed, but a j
circular perforation may still be seen. It is lenticular in cross-
section. Iron-Head said that formerly such implements, made ( p '
of antler, frequently served as spear-points.

Dress and Ornament.-Skins of the deer, birds, and
other animals, have been found in the graves, and were evl- ,'.' '
dently portions of garments and pouches. No spindle
whorls have been found above Lytton. No evidence was
found that mountain-goat wool and dog-hair were spun and
woven.

Fragments of fabrics woven from vegetable fibre were \: l
found at all the sites. Such material was probably used in this \! .
region for much of the clothing, as well as for pouches, mats, etc.

Mats, which were sometimes found as outer wrappings on *
the bodies in the graves, were made of cat-tail stalks, either
sewed or woven together.2 The vegetable fibre used in sew- a
ing and weaving these stalks, and in weaving in general, Fig. 360. Daggers.

I
nat. size.

was probably similar to that used by the present Indians.3 aNz*ItKamloops;b Cyjjig).
Most of the fabrics found in the graves were too fragmentary
for determination. Sewed matting was over the burial-tent in the first Nicola
Valley grave, while one of the bodies at the Government Hill Site at Kamloops
was wrapped in woven matting. Mats were probably used in much the same
way as they are by the present Indians. Food is spread on them to dry. They serve
many purposes as a piece of household furniture, such as rugs, table-mats, and
bedding; and they are used for covering lodges. The bodies, after being wrapped
in mats, were sometimes bound with a three-stranded cord, about one-fourth of an
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inch in diameter, made of fibre resembling cedar-bark. The small strands were imiade
by twisting- the fibre to the left, and these were comibined by twisting to the
right. Iouches such as were found witlh the skeletons and other portions of
fabric were simnilar in all details to the fabrics illustrated in Fig. i-i, i' and h,
Part IV. Otlher pieces xvere made of the same weave as that shoxn in Fiig. I3 1,
c or b, but of muclh finer strands. Some have a finer warp but a coarse woof.
The coarser strands of the warp are probably very small rushes. Fibres
rescemibling straw, grass, or in sonme cases the rough outer bark of the elm, were
found in these fabrics, the weighlt of the soil apparently having pressed two
distinict layers together. These fibres seem not to have been woven. It is pos-
sible that these were mattings made of cat-tails, and that only pieces between
the stitchles happen to be preserved. Flat pieces of fibrous inatter were found
wlhichl resemble sheets of potunded bark, and wliich in structure are somewlhat
like bark-clotlh. There were also black fibres of bark found in rolls, and mally

shreds of cedar-bark. Such may have served as slow-matches
for carrying fire. Slhredded cedar-bark was found near the

C. | heads of somiie of the bodies, and may lhave served as pillows
I. or bedding for the bodies. Fragments of such bark are still

attached to the arrow-shaft shown
in Fig. 338b.

Personal ornaments in great
I\F-a: varietv were found. Red, yel-F'ig. 361. j ta, { | tlowish-red, and yellow ochre,

74l i ' \ A copper clay, and charcoal were
V4'. /J frequently met with, and, mixed

with grease, probably served for
ll.painting the body. The pieces of

4X~>1\>1l; l copper clay show rubbed surfaces.
A;y They were probably ground on

Kvl1|<_J stone in preparing paint. Body
and clothing were furtlher deco-

Fig. 364- Fig. 362. Fig. 363-
Fig. 361 . Stonie Object. Kamloops. i nat. siz. rated with ornaments of the same
Fig. 362 (.2"g). Head-scratcher. Kamloops. nat. size. materials as were employed at
Fig 363 (766.2), Copper Pendants. Nicola 1.ake. nat. size. Lytton. No combs were found.
Fig. 364 ( Cg5)Copper Pendant. Kamloops. nat, size.

Objects made of stone and bone
were secured, that the Indians believed to h-ave been head-scratchers. The
specimen showni in Fig. 36 i is one of these, and is imade of beautiful white
araconite. It seems that it had two lobes, whiclh, hiowever, are broken away.
The specimen was formed by rubbing, and may have been a hiead-scratclher or a
hair or nose ornament.' The specimen shown in Fig. 362, however, is more
likely to have served as a head-scratcher.2 It is made of bone, and bears an
incised design.
.~ Se Par.v.22.
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The pendants shown in Fig. 363 are made of thin copper, each with a small
irregular hole punched in the wide end. They were found near the neck of a
skeleton. The copper disk shown in Fig. 364 has a small perforation, and was
probably a pendant for the ear.

. With the copper objects shown in Fig. 363, others (Figs. 365, 366) were
found in a mass near the neck of a skeleton. The last-named figure shows what is
unmistakably a neck-
lace of four strands of
shell beads of cylin-
drical form, about an
eighth of an inch in
diameter, and about
a thirty-second of an
i n c h in thickness,
with a bore of about
a thirty-second of an >"
inch. These are
strung on a cord
made of vegetable
fibre twisted to the Fig. 365. Fig. 366.
left. The loops meet, Fig. 365 CCopper Pendant. Nicola Lake. i nat. size.

Fig. 366 (,i. Necklace. Nicola Lake. a nat. size.

and are held at the
back by a cord, which is also twisted to the left. Suspended from the middle
of the front was a perforated copper pendant, a fragment of which remains. Its
shape resembled that of the pendants shown in Fig. 365, and Figs. 87-89, Part
III. The testimony of Charlie Tcilaxitca in regard to these specimens agrees
with the finds. He said that they were probably worn on the chest by the
daughters of chiefs.

One of these pendants (Fig. 365) is suspended by a string the strands of
which are twisted to the right, but other strands, noticeable in the knot, are
twisted to the left. The string is tied twice around the pendant through the
large central opening. It then passes up through a whole dentalium shell and
through a small cylindrical bead made of vegetable material. As the necklace
near which this piece was found had a pendant, it seems probable that this speci-
men may have been used for an ear-ornamnent, especially since another specimen
found in the same grave matches it, and dentalium shells and beads found loose
near by may have been similarly attached to that specimen.

-Some fragments of mica that were found may have been fastened to the
garments for ornamental purposes. In Fig. 367 is illustrated a pendant made of
bone, found in a pouch at the back of a body. It is colored yellowish red by the
ochre in the grave. The two edges are rounded, and the ends are sharp like
those of a sap-scraper. The perforation, which is rather large, is gouged from
both sides, and the surface of the specimen is scratched with crude lines. Its
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shape and size are so closely related to the copper pendants that they suggest its
use for a similar purpose, although it may have served as a sap-scraper.

The nail or outer covering of a bear-claw, cut across at the upper end, through
which an elliptical eye was gouged for receiving a skin thong, was found in a mass

of material at the neck of
a skeleton. Another pen-
dant (Fig. 368) was made
of the core of a bear's
claw. It also has been cut
across and perforated at

the upper end. The hole
is crudely drilled from both

1"ig. 3(7. Fig. 368. Fig. 369-. Fig. 370. sides. The palm side of
Fig. 367 (.2"g). Bone Pendant. Kamloops. 4 nat. size. this claw is scraped or cut.
Fig. 368 (21"g). Pendant made of Bear's Claw. Kamloops. J nat. size.
Fig. 369 (.2"g). Pendant made of Incisor of Deer. Kamloops. < nat. size. of pendants
Fig. 370 (,A?za). Bone Bead. Kamloops. § nat. size. of cores of bears' claws

had been burned. Some
cores of puma claws were found in the graves at the large burial-place at Kamloops.
One of them shows incised lines across it, but others remain in their natural
form.

In Fig. 369 is illustrated one of the many pendants made of the incisor of a
deer, and found at the neck of a skeleton. A perforation is drilled from both
sides through the root of the tooth. This specimen, like many of those found, is
stained by copper salts. Along with these pendants made of incisor teeth, and
also throughout the region, were found pendants made of the canine teeth of the
elk, that are exactly like those found at Lytton.1 According to Charlie Tcilaxitca,
pendants made of teeth, like those referred to here,' were used one for each ear,
as well as in larger numbers on a string for necklaces.

A small piece of abelone shell with smooth edges was found in the grave at
Spences Bridge. It shows part of a perforation, and may have been a portion of
a pendant. No specimens made of abelone shell have been found by us farther
to the east than Spences Bridge.

Beads for necklaces, ear-ornaments, fringes, and the like, were made of copper,
shell, bone, and vegetable material. Many flat bone beads (Fig. 370) of irregu-
lar shape, but somewhat rectangular with rounded corners, were found with
cremated bones at the Government Site and on the surface at the'large burial-
place at Kamloops. Many of these beads were charred. They were generally
perforated near the centre, the hole tapering from each side in the usual way.
Strips of flat copper were rolled into tubes from seven-eighths of an inch to an
inch and a half in length. Many of these were used as beads, as is proved by
finding them strung with other beads. Some of the longer specimens, however,

-~~~e atLI i.9.tSeas bd,Fg.9-8
"See Part III, Fig. 96. . See also ibid., Figs. 96-98.
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inay have served as nose-ornaments, to be inserted horizontally through a hole in
the nasal septum.

Fig. 37I shows the use of the rolls of copper in combination with dentaliumn
shells for necklaces. These beads are strung on strings made of fibre, some of
which are twisted to the righlt. A small
fragment of this ornament shows dentalium
shells arranged on small cords twisted to
the left. There is a cord at right angles to
the shells which serves to keep the strings __
apart. This specimen is probably a portion
of a large breast-shield, the rest of which
had fallen to pieces. Numerous dentalium Fig. 37(1(24,) String of Copper and Dentalium Beads.

shells found in the same grave were prob- Kamloops. J nat. size.
ably parts of this ornament. Such breast-shields are frequently seen among
the present Indians of the North Pacific coast. In the graves at the large
burial-place at Kamloops some dentalium shells were found which bear in-
cised designs. These designs are shown in Fig. 379. The objects were prob-
ably nose-ornaments, ear-pendants, or parts of ornaments similar to that last
mentioned.

Besides simple shell beads made from sections of dentalium shells cut from
about a thirty-second of an inch to an eighth of an inclh in length, there were also
found on the surface of the large burial-place at Kamloops perforated disks or
short cylinders of shell described as approximately an eighth of an inch in
diameter, a thirty-second of an inch thick or long, with a bore a thirty-second
of an inclh in diameter. These are drilled fromn each side in the usual manner,
tapering towards the centre. There are also beads similar to these, but of
about twice the diameter, and with a mtuch less tapering perforation. From the
surface of the Government Hlill a number of beads were secured, each made
of a basal ring of a barnacle. The ends and edges had been rubbed to give

the beads a somewhat symmetrical form. No beads
made of olivella shells were found.

The object shown in Fig. 372 a is made of fluorite,
has an almond shape with one side flat, while over the

4-r7 {4y t 1IIi11 curved upper side a groove is cut not far above the
middle of the object. Fig. 372 b shows another stone
object. It is well worked on all surfaces, and apparently

A r polished by use. A perforation, as usual tapering from
Fig. 372, a (g), b (). Stone each end towards the middle extends through it from

Obiects. Kamloops. i nat.stze. o
side to side. The base is flat, and the ends rather

sharp. rhe entire object is square in cross-section, except that the uipper corners
are rounded and their edges notched. It suggests at once the bird-shaped stones
of the Mississippi Valley, which Cushing believed were used in the head-dress.
According to information obtained by Mr. Teit from Indians at Spences Bridge,
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this object (and probably the former one also) may have been an attachment to
a dog-halter, or, which they thought far more likely, a sinker for a fish-line.

Games, Amusements, Narcotics. -Sets of dice made of beaver-teeth, similar
to those found at Lytton,' but varying in the details of the number of incised
marks and circular pits on them, were frequently found in the graves. The game
played with these has continued in use among many tribes of this territory until
[he present day, and is consequently well known.2

The astragalus bone of the deer' is often found in the sites of the Thompson
River region, and may have been used, as it is farther east, as a dice.

Tubes made of bird-bone, varying in length from an inch and a half to two
inches and a half, and of proportionate diameters, were found in the pouches in
graves. Five were found in one bag, and one in another, so that their number does
not seem significant. They were all colored by red ochre. Some of them bear
a few notches or are slightly scratched; but no design is noticed except oln one,
which has upon one side a row of diagonal scratches, and on the other a double
row of zigzag lines with five angles. Some of the specimens show that the end
of the bone was partly cut through and then broken off; others are cut smoothly.
The ends of all the tubes are fairly square. These may have beeln used as
gambling-bones.4

There were found in the pouches in the grave at Spences Bridge, and in
Nicola Valley, cylinders or oval bars of bone and wood about an inch and a half

long. Four of these, made of bone, were found together in the
grave at Spences Bridge. All are marked with incised lines. Three
of them are shown in Fig. 373. The reverse sides of a and b bear
only transverse incisions. One made of wood, found in the second

j grave at the eastern end of Nicola Lake, is hollow. The bark is still
b on, and it has several notches on each side.

Some whole shells of Pecten caurinus were found at the large
burial-place at Kamloops. Each is perforated by an oval hole

1 about half an inch long, cut through the flat valve about half an

inch from the central apex of the shell, below the ligamental pit.
These are evidently parts of rattles similar to those used in the
dances of the present Coast Indians.

Fig. 373 ( The stone pipes (Fig. 374) found in graves at the large burial-
Gamblinnbones. 1 wSpencesBrigge. fnat. place at Kamloops resemble in general those of Lytton. They are

made from steatite, are of tubular form, with a bowl the shape of a
wine-glass. In the first specimen (Fig. 374, a) the tube for half an inch from
the mouth is larger than the shaft, and forms a mouthpiece which shows traces of
windings. The present Indians sometimes wind the mouthpieces of their
pipes with string, that they may the easier hold them with their teeth. The
shaft has been broken near its junction with the bowl, and here also are stains

ISee Part III, Fig. Ioo.
2 See ibid., p. I53; Part IV, p. 272.

3 See Part III, Fig. IOI.
4See Part IV, p. 275.
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as of windings. Possibly it had been repaired in this way. The stem is marked
off from the bowl by three carved rings. The bowl is small in proportion to
the stem, and is cut squarely across at the edge. It is broken. It contains a

mass of carbonaceous matter which yields ammonia on distillation. The large
ash residue is alumina and silica. Another pipe made of mottled green steatite
(Fig. 374, b) is highly polished, and the bowl is ornamented with incised lines.
The edge of the bowl is sharp, and the whole receptacle is large in propor-

tion to the stem, which is separated from it by two carved rings. The stem
was hollowed by drilling from both ends. These drillings did not mneet squarely,
and the side of the stem was broken in consequence. From the mouth to the
middle of the stem the hole is slightly funnel-shaped. No pipes were found by us

at Spences Bridge or in Nicola Valley. The modern pipes of the whole region
are not tubular.' Chief SalictE at Nicola Lake said that the narrow-leaved to-
bacco (Nzioliana af/enuala Torr.) of the region was used pure until the manufac-
tured tobacco was introduced. Not until then were the leaves of bearberry
(Arcios/aphylos uva-ursi Spreng.) mixed with tobacco.

Fig. 374, a (240), ( Stone Pipes. Kamloops.
b' Developed design on bowl of b.

\'I

j~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I '
Fig. 375, a (11"g), b (216y), c (Avs). Bone

Carvings. Kamloops. I nat. size.

These tubular pipes penetrated to the coast. A fragment of one was found
in a shell-heap at Port Hammond. A piece of a very large one was found in
a shell-heap at North Saanich, and a perfect short-stemmed specimen was seen
at the shell-heap near Sidney.

A chalcedony concretion of conoid shape was found in a grave at the eastern
end of Nicola Lake. It may have been a charm, or valued on account of its
attractive form.

I See Part IV, Fig. 27I.
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Ar/.-The graphic and plastic arts of the early people of this region are
illustrated by engravings and carvings in bone and stone, antler, and on dentalium
shells. Many of the objects found in the graves are colored by red ochre.

The engravings closely resemble the painted designs of the present Indians,
who are able to interpret them by analogy with their own designs.' The digging-
stick handles made of antler are ornamented by incised lines.2 Long lines with
short marks at right angles to them are often found. Sometimes the short marks
are wide and deep at the base, and taper to a point, forming minute triangular
pyramids resting on the long line. These markings probably represent the mani-
tous of the owners of the objects. There are numerous pieces of bone and antler

with incised cross-lines and notches on the sides.
Awls are frequently marked with notches along the

-- ! sides. The engravings on the pipe mentioned above
(Fig. 374, b') also consist of lines.

In two specimens of the penis-bone of the bear,
which had been decorated by incised lines and

I____ lnotches, there is an eye, similar to the eyes in the
Fig. 376. i C:a.t bone needles, cut longitudinally from both sides

,through the lower portion of the bone (Fig. 375, a, b).
Fig. 375 c shows a piece of antler of conoid

shape, with the tip cut squarely across. It is colored
by red ochre found with it, and is slightly worn.

VWA From base to tip extend three rows of incised lines,
H X each like an inverted letter V, placed one over the

j!*'vVWir8wX other at a distance of about one-eighth of an inch.
According to information secured from the Indians

**e
bby Mr. Teit, these may represent wood-wormborings.

C . < The bone object shown in Fig. 376 has the form
of an ellipse with broken ends, and bent to a cres-

E7 U cent shape. The edges are rounded and smooth.
In the middle of its outer surface, extending length-

Fig. 377- Fig- 378- wise of the specimen, is an incised design similar
Fig. 376 ( Bone Object with IncisedDesign. Kamloops. nat. size. to a ladder. Seven cross-lines show, some having
Fig. ie. g been broken away with the ends of the specimen,
Fig. 378 (74v). Diagger with Incised Design. which are lacking. A specimen similar in shape

has been found in a shell-heap at North Saanich.
Fig. 377 represents a delicate bone sap-scraper with a perforation at the top

for suspension. It is decorated by drilled pits artistically arranged. There are
also a few notches along one edge.

The dagger described on p. 423 is ornamented with circles, circular pits, and
incised lines. Most of the lines extend over the edge of the dagger to the other

I See Part III, p. I56; Part IV, p. 378. 2 See Part III, Fig. 2I.
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side, connecting some of the circles and pits. This is shown in Fig. 378, in which
the ornamentation on the reverse of the dagger is drawn in broken lines.

Some of the den-
talium shells found

in a grave at the large

burial-place at Kam-

loops b inicised~~~~~~designs, whichareczJe at t / 9 ~~shown in Fig. 379. .
Fig. 379 (5,). Incised Designs from Dentalium Sbells. Kam-

loops. I nat. size. The most artis-
tic carvings found in

this region are the specimens shown in Figs. 359, a, b, and380.-
The last-named specimen represents a human head surmounted
by a human figure. There is a conoid-shaped hole resembling
a pipe-bowl in the forehead of the lower figure. On the back
of the upper figure is a sculpture in relief, suggesting a lizard
without legs. Between the throat of this figure and the back
of the human figure there is a perforation made by two
cone-shaped holes meeting from each side. This specimen
resembles in a general way certain stone carvings found on l

southeastern Vancouver Island, in the Lillooet Valley north
of Harrison Lake, and in the vicinity of

Yale, B. C. All these specimens bear a

certain resemblance to sculptures of the Fig

(s+s)
Stone Image.

of Kamloops. 41nt size.Fig. 381 (4). Carved Tip region of Columbia River, the Gulf of from a cast, original in the
of Antler. Kamloops. a nat. Provincial Museum, Victoria,size. Georgia, and Puget Sound, and may have B. C., formerly owned by Mr.

9 ~ ~ ~ C. Hill-Tout.)

originated under the influence of the culture of these districts.
Fig. 381 shows the tip of an antler which is carved to represent the head and

neck of a bird. The mouth is indicated by a long furrow on each side, while each
eye is represented by a drilled cone-shaped hole. The specimen is charred.

Method of Burial.-The dead were evidently buried at a short distance
from the villages. No burials were found in any of the pits marking the sites of
underground houses. In most cases the bodies were buried in the ground,
apparently at a depth of about three feet. The knees were drawn up to the
chin, and in some cases evidence was found that the body was wrapped in fabrics
or mats, and then tied up with cords. Traces of red ochre and other paints on

the bones and in the earth surrounding the skeleton give evidence either that the
body was painted before burial, or that paints were buried with it. The body
was also decorated with the ornaments of the deceased, such as ear-pendants,
nose-ornament, necklaces, etc. His tools were buried with himn. Some were

often put in a pouch, which seems to have been placed near the middle of the

I See the B. C. Mining Record, Christmas number, i899, where the same specimen is described by Mr. C. Hill-Tout.
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body. In these pouches were found arrow-makers' tools, such as pieces of glassy
basalt, finished arrow-points and shaft-smoothers; and also gambling-implements,
such as dice made of beaver-teeth. Graves of women contained their tools, such
as needles for mat-making and awls. }

In a few cases the grave was surrounded by a number of poles or by slabs of
wood. It would seem that small tents were erected over the body, which
gradually decayed, leaving only the butt-ends of the poles, which were buried in
the sand. One of the graves at Kamloops was found surrounded by pieces of
a broken canoe arranged in the form of a conical tent over it (see Plate XXVI).
Only the lower parts of the pieces of wood were preserved. It would seem that
after the tent had been erected, the sand was blown into it, and the lower part of
the wood was covered, and thus protected from the weather. Three graves near
the mouth of Nicola Lake were covered with a few bowlders. There is evidence
that these three graves are of recent origin. One of them is known to have been
made between I840 and I850. The evidence afforded by the finds as described
here, agrees closely with the description of modern burial-customs of the Thomp-
son Indians given by Mr. Teit.1

In Nicola Valley a number of graves were found in rock-slides. In these the
skeletons, with few exceptions, were placed on the back, with knees doubled up,
the head towards the east. A remarkable number of large celts of nephrite,
a number of well-preserved copper pendants, and a necklace were found here.
The bodies were covered by disturbing the rock-slides and allowing some
of the material to fall down over them. It would seem that a few rocks were
placed on the tops of the graves in order to mark the sites. Besides this, poles or
branches were put up over the graves. One of these graves was also covered by
a small tent made of poles that had been covered with mats. Near some of
these bodies were found skeletons of dogs. Their bones were colored here and
there with red ochre, and the rocks close by were also colored from contact
with lumps of paint.

At the Government Site near Kamloops a number of small masses of
children's bones were found. The bones in all of these were partly burned, and
with them were many bone beads, chipped cache forms of glassy basalt, etc.
They were found less than six inches deep, while some of the bones were on the
surface. It is possible that these were uncovered by the wind.

Near Kamloops a considerable number of caches were found which. con-
tained pieces of glassy basalt and hammer-stones, while in others were bone awls,
needles, sap-scrapers, etc. These caches were not associated with any graves.2

Conclusion.-The finds made at Kamloops, Spences Bridge, and in Nicola
Valley, corroborate the conclusions drawn from archzaological investigation of the
burial-ground at Lytton. The ancient culture of the whole of the southern
interior of British Columbia was quite uniform, and resembled in all essential

1 Part IV, pp. 328, 329.
a A detailed account of the material found in the graves and caches will be found in the Appendix, pp. 434.f.
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points the culture of the present inhabitants of this area, as described by James
Teit in his monograph on the Thompson Indians. It has been pointed out that
this culture shows close affinities to that of the interior of Oregon and of
California, and that on the whole its affiliations are rather with the tribes of the
Plains than with those of the North Pacific coast. Nevertheless there is evidence
that the Coast people have influenced the culture of the interior of British
Columbia. Material such a's shells and bone of the whale, from which utensils
and implements were made, was imported from the coast, and some of the carv-
ings of this region may perhaps be considered as made by artists familiar with
the art of the Coast Indians.

The physical type of the people of the interior is quite uniform, and a
preliminary examination of the skeletons of the prehistoric people does not
suggest that any change of type has taken place. Measurements of the living
show a certain amount of mixture with the Coast type to have extended some
distance up Fraser River, but beyond this point there is a fundamental difference
between the types of the coast and those of the interior, the former, being
characterized by broad faces and large heads, while the latter have narrow faces
and small heads. Therefore it may be said that both culture and physical type
suggest that the peoples of the coast and those of the interior developed on
distinct lines, and that points of resemblance are due to later contact.
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APPENDIX I.

LIST AND CATALOGUE NUMBERS OF SURFACE FINDS, AND CONTENTS OF
GRAVES AND CACHES, UPON WHICH THE PRECEDING DESCRIP-

TION IS BASED.

SPENCES BRIDGE.

TiT, d,>-dhslf, rB'r, s+5 , r-1Wti-4rh. Surface finds. (See Figs. 332 e, h, 334 a, 335 b,
341 C, 352 g, 355.)

A!r§-wXh. Grave 22 inches below the surface. In the soil above it were a number of
bowlders, such as are common along the river. Below these, at a depth of 6 inches, were
rolls of birch-bark about half an inch in diameter,' and some fragments of charcoal. Several
of the bowlders showed signs of having been in contact with fire. Extending around the grave
at intervals of about a foot were charred remains of posts, approximately an inch and a half in
diameter. 'I'hey were still standing upon end, but did not extend above the surface, the
projecting portions, if there had been any, having been destroyed.

The body was that of a man about forty-five years of age. It was buried face downward,
with head towards the south. The knees were slightly flexed, so that the feet, knees, and pel-
vis formed the corners of an equilateral triangle, the feet lying in line with the vertebral column.
The right arm extended under the chest to the left elbow, and the left hand reached across
below the pelvis. The body was entirely wrapped in a fabric woven of the inner bark of the
sagebrush, outside of which was a mat or blanket of cat-tail stalks made by weaving rather than
stitching. The entire bundle was bound with a cord about a fourth of an inch in diameter.
With the body were the following objects:-

A pair of grooved arrowshaft-smoothers at the left elbow, near a pouch made of woven
vegetable fibre, which extended from the left elbow to the left knee, was daubed with red
ochre, and contained a bone scraper wound at the ends with vegetable fibre; red ochre; jaw
of a rodent; a bundle of bone implements, one of which was rubbed at the end ; five bone
cylinders; two teeth; chipped points and pieces of glassy basalt; a bone pendant; two fish
vertebrae; part of a beaver's lower jaw; three pieces of beaver-teeth ; the beak of a great blue
heron; a beak of another bird; caudal vertebrxe of a small mammal; pieces of wood, one
probably being an arrow-shaft; an arrowshaft-smoother; seven bone objects, soiime of them
showing traces'of winding, and all evidently parts of harpoon-points; pieces of antler and
bone,' some of the latter being sharpened; a skin-scraper made of bone. Six chips of glassy
basalt, a piece of perforated abelone shell with smoothed edges, pieces of beaver-teeth, and a
long copper bead or tube, were found by Mr. Teit when he discovered this grave by digging
into it. (See Figs. 336 c, e, 338 b, 356, 373, 377.)

LARGE BURIAL-PLACE AT KAMLOOPS.

~i-dh, t-4X,~i, s-1i-~, &Tq>, ffw-h- . Surface finds. (See Figs. 333 c, 341 a,
350 a, 361I, 380.)

0. Objects which, although distinctly found in graves, were not identified with particular
skeletons. (See Figs. 331 a, 332 d, 337 C, 351 b, 352f, 354 b, 359 a, b.)

The remains of skeletons obtained from the following graves were usually found at a depth
of about 3 feet. So far as could be distinguished, the bodies had been buried on the side, with

See Part III, Fig. 117.
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knees drawn up to the chest. The bones were much decayed. In some cases it was even
impossible to distinguish a single bone, as the whole skeleton was decomposed to a mass
resembling sawdust. This may be due to the fact that the land bordering the river is low, so
that the lower layers of sand are always wet.

i60 1-d. Grave i (objects found as if they had been buried in a pouch).- 2 pairs arrowshaft-
smoothers made of sandstone; i rubbed stone; 4 whetstones; 2 broken skin-scrapers made
of deer-bone; i fragment of bone showing artificial shaping; I notched bone; 8 sharp bone
implements; 3 pieces of pecten shell; 25 pieces of chipped glassy basalt, including arrow-
points, etc.; and fragments of bark. (See Figs. 336 d,f-k, 376.)

-ift-T. Grave 2.-Stone pipe ornamented with incised lines; 2 large whetstones; 3 small
whetstones; X rubbed slate point; a piece of mica; a piece of red ochre; 9 chipped pieces
of glassy basalt, some of them forming rude arrow-points. (See Figs. 335 a, 351 a, 374 b.)

A1t-dh. Grave 3. A broken stone pipe; a large white chalcedony chipped point; T chipped
point ; 9 chips of glassy basalt ;-dentalium shells; i piece of copper clay ; charcoal. (See
Figs. 333 a, 374 a.)

ij-r-j4-. Grave 4.- 2 carved penis-bones of the bear; i bone awl; 4 bone needles; birch-
bark; bark; charcoal; 3[ chips of glassy basalt; dentalium shells; fragments of bone. (See
Figs. 358 d, 375 a, b.)

iff-ffi;=ff. Grave 5.- i stone hammer; i pair arrowshaft-smoothers; 3 pieces chipped glassy
basalt ; I whetstone ; copper clay; a piece of carved antler bearing copper stains ; i bone
implement. (See Fig. 34i b.)

t-Bi4X Grave 6 (close to Grave D). 2 pieces of copper; i bone awl; 2 bone inmplements;
dentalia beads; fragments of antler and human bones; i arrowshaft-smoother; i chipped
point; a stone knife; 6 pieces of chipped glassy basalt.

Ax-d!w. Grave 7 (near Grave D).- 3 chipped points; i chipped piece of chert; dentalia
beads.

AlI8JT. Grave 8.- Dentalia beads; a carved bone awl; fragments of bone; a bone imple-
ment; a roll of birch-bark ; 2 nephrite celts; a large whetstone; a stone implement. (See
Fig. 362.)

.wilw-4Ifr.- Grave 9. -Cylindrical shell beads; a burned bone awl; a piece of galena; 5 pieces
of copper clay.; a slate fish-knife; chips of chalcedony; a fragment of a stone pipe ; a small
celt of green stone; 5 chipped scrapers of glassy basalt; 7 chipped points of glassy basalt, six
of them being leaf-shaped ; i chipped point of chalcedony; i stone; 2 chips of glassy
basalt; i chip of stone; i little arrow-point; piece of object made of bone of whale; a bone
tube; burned bones, some of which were human. (See Figs. 332 a, 333 b, 344, 35o b, 353.)

1-AiT. Grave io.- Dentalium shells, some bearing incised designs; a large chiipped point;
burned bone; 7 chipped points ; 4 chips of glassy basalt; red ochre. (See Figs. 332 g,
1,i, 379.)

6-df-g-. Grave It. - 2 pieces of sandstone; copper clay; 2 whetstones; 2 claws; a beaver-
tooth; a bear's canine tooth; fragments of pecten shells; dentalium shells; a celt made of
nephrite; i6 chips and chipped points of glassy basalt; bone implements; copper disk.
(See Figs. 340 a, 364.)

t, {r-~i4-w>. Grave 12 (partly uncovered by the wind; the skeleton, that of a man about fifty
years of age, lay flexed, on the left side).-2 pairs of arrowshaft-smoothers; 2 rubbed stones
2 pieces of galena; 2 pieces of yellow paint; X piece of copper clay; 4 cache forms; 32
chipS, 2 pieces, and 4 points of glassy basalt; 2 chipped chert scrapers; a wedge of antler; a
bone needle; pieces of bone, some of which are cut; a broken harpoon-point of antler;
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a rubbed bone point; 4 pieces of beaver-teeth; a fresh-water unio shell; various objects of
bone and antler. (See Figs. 333 d, 337 a, 358 c.)

TWrgfwi. Grave 13 (a child).-Dentalium shells, pieces of shell, refuse.

Ar-Xb-iih. Cache about 6 inches deep and 200 feet from the river.-Bone implements, a bone
awl, and 3 sap-scrapers made of bone. (See Figs. 339 a, b, 357 a, 360 a.)

GOVERNMENT SITE, NEAR KAMLOOPS.

All of the human bones found here were partly burned, and some were stained by copper
salts. The surface of this site resembled that of the large burial-ground. Flat bone beads
were numerous with some of the masses of burned bones.

4AIT. is,
A

ob
A T Gl4 Surface finds. (See Figs. 346, 352 -d.)

f64 Cache near following cremated remains, but not distinctly associated with them (depth,
6 inches).-A stone mortar inverted over a chip and three chipped points of glassy basalt, a
bone drinking-tube, a bone needle with two eyes, three bone awls, a beaver-tooth dice, a
beaver-tooth and other bone implements. (See Figs. 342, 357 b, 358 e,f.)

it--Ah4ff. Charred human bones No. I (original depth, judging from topography, about I ft.,
partly uncovered by wind), remains of a child; 51 chipped triangular cache forms of
glassy basalt; a rubbed stone; fragments of chipped implements; a fluorite object of almond
shape; an incised antler-tip; cylindrical beads made of dentalium shells; burned oblong flat
bone beads. (See Figs. 33I b, 372 a.)

WT3ri. Charred human bones No. 2 (found about 30 ft. south of No. i, and barely covered
with sand) ; i6 chipped cache forms of glassy basalt; antler implements; carved bones and
bone implements; a carved piece of antler; a celt of green stone; 2 wedges of antler; frag-
ments of beaver-teeth; copper clay; bone awls; a stone object. (See Figs. 336 a, 34o b,
345, 348.)

i1vF>-Xih- Charred humnan bones No. 3 (found 8o ft. south of No. I ; depth, about 6 inches); lo
chipped cache forms of glassy basalt; a whetstone; dentalium shells; 3 flakes of glassy basalt
5 pendants made of the cores of claws. (See Figs. 331 C, 368.)

gt-2141-. Charred human bones No. 4 (found 20 ft. south of No. v ; depth, about 3 inches); a
perforated stone object; a whetstone ; chipped forms of glassy basalt and other stone, including
points, a scraper, and a drill; 3 pieces of mica; 9 pieces of fresh-water unio shells; burned
dentalium shells; cylindrical shell beads; oblong flat bone beads; fragments of bone imple-
ments; pieces of carved bone; a burned pendant made of an elk-tooth; burned pendants
made of the cores of claws; a tibia of a small mammal; pieces of antler implements, some
burned; yellow material; a bone pendant; pieces of a burned antler handle for a root-digger;
barbed harpoon-points made of bone, and partly burned. (See Figs. 337 b, 352 a, e, 354 a, c,
370, 372 b, 381.)

GOVERNMENT HILL, NEAR KAMLOOPS.

>W+tT, ILt_TS s. Surface finds. (See Figs. 332 b, 338 a, 343, 347.)
-f--Tw.6 Grave i (Plate XXVI), indicated on the surface by some scattering dentalium shells,
and an oval (three feet long by two feet wide) of brown spots, at intervals of a few inches.
These proved to be the ends of decayed fragments of a canoe made of Alaska cedar (Chama?cy-
paris Noo'kaensis) daubed with red ochre. These pieces were standing on end around the
body. Outside of this oval were the ends of four poles made of red cedar ( Thuya gigantea
Nutt.). They were set at regular intervals around the grave. The pieces of canoe extended
down two feet and a half; but as the wind shifts the surface sand, and since they were rotted
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down to the surface of the soil, it seems probable that they were originally much longer.
The body may have been placed on the surface, the stakes and pieces of canoe forming a
little burial-tent similar to the one found in the Nicola Valley. When the sand was blown
into the tent, it preserved the lower portion, while the upper part was destroyed by natural
forces. The body, probably that of a woman about twenty years of age, lay on its left side,
with head towards the east, and legs slightly flexed, so that the thigh-bones were about
at right angles to the vertebral column. It was wrapped in a fabric daubed with red ochre,
and in pieces of skin. The whole bundle was bound with cords about a quarter of an inch
in diameter, made of three strands of vegetable material twisted to the right. The fibres of
each strand were twisted to the left. Four strings of dentalia, short cylindrical shell beads,
and long cylindrical copper beads, arranged on a string, extended across the forehead.
Similar copper beads, dentalia, and pendants made of teeth, some being the canine teeth of
elk, others the incisor teeth of deer, were found at the neck. A bag about one foot long by
three inches wide, made of fabric, extended from near the shoulders to the middle of the back.
It contained beaver-tooth dice, bone needles, an iron awl in a bone handle, five bone tubes,
chips of glassy basalt, a bone pendant, bearberry-seeds, and two bone objects showing traces
of windings. Particles of red ochre permeated the bag and the surrounding soil. (See Figs.
357 di 358 g, 367, 369, 371, 375 c.) The iron awl found in this grave is the only object showing
contact with the whites, and iron secured by barter from the whites was not found in any of
the other graves except in the long wooden boxes known to have been made since the arrival
of the Hudson Bay Company's agents.

~i6r-Ah. Grave (2 located 42 feet south of Grave I).- Somewhat similar to Grave i;
but, instead of pieces of a canoe, poles had been placed around the body. They enclosed
a space three feet in diameter. Their tops had been burned off about a foot below
the surface or three feet above their lower ends. The skeleton, that of a woman about thirty
years of age, was found two feet and a half deep, below the sand strata, resting on a hard
gravel, which was exceedingly compact. The head was to the west, while the knees were
flexed to the chest. The left hand was at the left shoulder, and the right arm was similarly
flexed. Some bones of a small mammal were found near the right shoulder. A birch-bark
dish rested over the thighs. The body was wrapped in a fabric of woven vegetable fibre.
Outside of this was matting made of cat-tail stalks woven as shown in Fig. 131 e, Part IV.
Pieces of wood, possibly parts of a bow or spear-handle, were found on the south side of the
right arm bones. A chipped knife made of glassy basalt, which shows traces of gum along its
base, was found crushed into one of these pieces of wood, and may have been hafted in it.
A bone awl with traces of cord that had been wound around it was found at the right elbow on
the south side of the grave. A little square piece of stone, fragments of bone, a beaver-tooth,
a whetstone, and four chips were also found south of the right elbow (see Fig. 332 c). The
exceedingly dry climate and good drainage of the hill would preserve wooden objects and
fabrics for a very long period.

76X-Xsw. Cache i (depth in shifting sand, about 6 inches).-I27 chipped flakes of glassy basalt;
a scraper and point of the same material; 7 pebbles which may have been hammer-stones; a
piece of slate ; a whetstone ; pieces of bone. (See Fig. 332f.)

16T, + Cache 2 (depth, about 6 inches). 12 flakes of glassy basalt ; 3 hammer-stone pebbles.

i1X-Fw, ix-At. Surface finds near Kamloops. (See Figs. 336 b, 357 c.)

NICOLA VALLEY.

7h, 'i. Surface finds.

-t. Grave I (6 miles up the valley).-The skeleton, which rested on the rock-slide material, was
in a tent of poles about seven feet long, covered with mats made of common cat-tail stalks
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(Typha latifolia) sewed together as shown in Fig. 131 C, Part IV. The talus material covered
this to a depth of about two feet. The skull was south, the face east; the body, which was
that of an old woman, lay upon its back, with the legs closely flexed and projecting upward.
There were no objects with the skeleton or in the tent.

dTh, -TJ146- T. Grave 2 (also covered by about two feet of talus). -The skull was south,
the face east, the body lying on its back with legs closely flexed and knees projecting upward.
A broken nephrite celt, a rubbed stone, a fresh-water unio shell, 2 chipped pieces, 2 chipped
points, and a chip of glassy basalt, were found at the right side (see Fig. 351 c). The leg-
bones were much decomposed, and badly broken by the rocks.

MOUTH OF NICOLA LAKE.

w-;r Surface find.- Skeletons of two children found near here were eighteen inches deep, massed
in a pocket of black soil, which extended down into the yellow subsoil about six inches. The
top of each grave, which was level with the surrounding surface, was covered with five or six
bowlders.

9rwT,9 1TT,6 1-. Skeleton of a man found near the children mentioned above was known to
be that of a large person from Lytton, who was born at Cisco. He was murdered in the fifties,
and his family buried him. The body lay upon the back, with head to the west, the legs
closely flexed, and was covered with woven fabrics, some of which had evidently been secured
from the whites. A bundle of half-round wooden rods about three feet long, with a longitui-
dinal groove down the middle of the flat side, was found in the grave. The tibia and fibula
had been broken; and the latter had fully healed, while the former was still in the process of
healing. The tradition regarding this burial does not relate that the man was ever lame. The
fact that the grave is of recent date proves that this style of burial prevailed until the middle
of the century, and suggests that the children's graves, being similar to and near his, may also
be recent. Graves of this type known to be very old have not been found by us in the
Thompson River region.

HEAD OF NICOLA LAKE.

1i64 Surface find.

iW-Wj .Found in excavating.

2-6 0 Grave i (a child) in the talus on the Indian reserve here.- The head was towards the east,
the face towards the north. The skeleton was covered with about four inches of earth and
eighteen inches of rock-slide material. It rested upon its right side, and a thin stratum of
yellow ochre was found in the earth near the head. This was probably the yellow paint from
the face or garments. Among the rocks near this grave a piece of a human occiput was found,
which bore knife-marks, as though the head had been cut off.

owl4-W- . Grave 2.- The bones, which were fully bleached, rested on the surface of the
soil, and were covered to a depth of about two feet by the rock-slide material. The head was
east, face west, and the legs were closely flexed. A double-edged celt of nephrite nearly folur-
teen inches in length was found lying diagonally across the chest, with its grooved edge south-
west, curved corners northwest, and most perfectly formed edge to the southwest. A bone
sap-scraper, beaver-teeth, two bone implements, and a piece of pointed wood, were found at the
top of the skull. Dentalium shells and an awl of bone or antler were found under the head.
Baptiste, the Indian guide, believed this to be a girl's head-scratcher. A knife of glassy
basalt was found under the left upper arm, and a wooden cvlinder at the left elbow. The
skeleton of a dog, also fully bleached, was found with the head west, and tail near the left
shoulder of the skeleton.
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w68w, J61-TJ. Grave 3.-The skeleton rested upon the soil, and was covered to a depth of one

foot with rock. The body lay upon the back, with the head west, face east, and legs flexed,
the knees projecting upward. The right hand was flexed to the shoulder. Three beaver-
teeth and a celt of nephrite over thirteen inches in length, with grooved side down and blade
west, were found on the right side of the skull. Near the blade of the celt was found a
chipped point of glassy basalt daubed with red ochre. A drinking-tube lay near the top of
the skull, and a small celt of nephrite was secured from under the head. A bone needle, such
as was used for sewing tules into mats, and a finer bone needle, were found parallel to this
celt, and with it a double-bladed celt somewhat larger in size, also made of nephrite, with
grooved side down, the square blade east, and the diagonal blade west. Near the pelvis was
a chip of glassy basalt. Pieces of burned skull-bones and a chipped point of chalcedony were
also found in the grave. Probably the lodges of the victims were set on fire by the war-party,
which may account for the charred appearance of the bones. (See Fig. 358 a, b.)

Sy-r[, -,rd-. Grave 4.-The skull was found about one foot west of the skull of the third.
'l'he body lay upon the surface of the ground, and was covered with small fragments of rock
of the talus. Above these were bowlders weighing from thirty to a hundred pounds. A post
stood at the head, which was to the east, and faced northward. The right hand was flexed to
the shoulder. Dentalium shells were found under the skull, and matting made of cat-tail
stalks sewed together, as shown in Fig. I3I c, Part IV, was taken from under the back and arms.
A handle made of antler, for a root-digger, lay along the left upper arm, with its larger end at
the shoulder, where were also a little mass of red ochre, a beaver-tooth, beads made of sections
of dentalium shells, a small arrow-point of glassy basalt with its point towards the head, and a
bone needle. Under the middle of the back was found a cylinder of copper, copper
beads, and short cylindrical beads of sections of dentalium shells. A bone of a bear, and a
stray radius of an adult human being, were found in the rocks above the pelvis of this
skeleton.

4h-, '4-h -'4-u. Grave 5.-The skeleton was that of a youth, and lay on the surface of the soil,
under eighteen inches of rock-slide material. The head was south, with face west. The left
parietal and some bones of the body were stained with copper salts, and covered with woven
fabric and deer-skin on which the hair still remained. South of the head was a bundle, prob-
ably a pouch made of deer-skin from which the hair had not been removed. Four strands of
beads made of sections of dentalium shells strung upon a cord were around the neck. The
whole formed a necklace tied at the back. From the front a copper pendant was suspended.
A copper object of similar shape was found with a mass of material around the skull. Being
suspended by a string which passed through a whole dentalium shell and a bead, it seems
probable that the whole formed an ear-pendant. Another copper ornament, and dentalium
shells, probably the remains of the other ear-pendant, were found in the same mass. A piece
of rope or slow-match of shredded cedar-bark, to which was attached a skin of a small mammal,
part of a bird-skin, a perforated bear-claw through which was part of a thong, and two copper
pendants, were found in this mass of material. A celt made of nephrite lay with
its irregular blade east, flat side up, near the beads and skin. It may have been in the pouch.
The skull of a dog was found among the rocks covering the skeleton, and with it was a large
wedge made of antler. (See Figs. 349 b, 363, 365, 366.)

6--4. Grave 6 contained only one bone, the fibula of an adult person.- It rested on
the surface of the soil, covered by rock-slide material. Three chipped pieces of stone, a nat-
ural piece of chalcedony of cone shape, and five fantastically chipped points of glassy basalt,
were also in the grave. Among the stones above the grave was found a celt of green nephrite.
(See Fig. 334, b-e.)

9b-. Grave 7.-The skeleton rested on the surface of the soil, under eighteen inches of rock-slide
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niaterial. The skull was to the east, face west, and the legs were closely flexed. The hands
covered the face.

-wo-9 4T AOTT. Grave 8.-The skeleton rested on the surface of the soil, below about eighteen
inches of rock-slide material. The neck-bones were west, and there was no skull. The legs
were flexed. The left arm as far as the elbow extended along the side, the fore-arm then
crossed to the pelvis. An ornamented implement made of antler lay diagonally across the
breast, with the point towards the left wrist, and the butt towards the right elbow. Two elk-
tooth pendants were found near the neck. (See Figs. 360 b, 378.)

Vw-f g WIV, vJjy Grave 9.-The skeleton rested on the surface of the soil, and was
covered to a depth of about one foot by rock-slide rhaterial. Above the skeleton were found
pieces of birch-bark, the bones of a dog colored with red ochre, a chipped point of glassy basalt,
and pieces of charcoal. The body rested on its back, with the hands to the shoulders, and legs
flexed in such a manner that the knees projected upward, the head turned towards the east.
At the side, extending from the femur to the skull, were fragments of a much-decayed wooden
bow. It was of very hard, close-grained wood, and was elliptical, tending towards lozenge-
shape, in cross-section. The surface was very smooth, and one side was ornamented with little
cuneiform incisions arranged like the marks on birch-bark. A celt of green nephrite, with the
long grooved side down, and the square blade toward the feet, lay with the bow, and parallel
to it. A shorter celt with one broken corner lay with this, having its square blade towards the
feet. Its grooved side was down and bevelled side up. (See Fig. 349, a, c.)

APPENDIX II.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REGARDING SPECIMENS FIGURED IN PART III.

The following additional information regarding specimens figured in Part III of this volume
was secured at Spences Bridge and in Nicola Valley during I899, from Baptiste, an old Indian shaman
living in the valley; Michel, an intelligent old Indian of Lytton; SalictE, chief at Nicola Lake; and
the brothers of the last named, James Michel Tcilaxitca and Charlie Tcilaxitca. When Baptiste and
Michel were children, objects of white manufacture were rarely if ever seen by them.

Fig. i. This Baptiste considered to represent an unfinished pipe. The theory seems plausi-
ble, although the pipe would have been very small. Michel of Lytton thought it represented a small
hammer, to be hafted in a little handle and used by a slave or servant to crush food for a rich and
toothless old person, the food being put between two pieces of skin or fabric, which accounts for
the absence of a bruised surface on the object.

Fig. 20. Baptiste thought that this represented a beaver-spear, and that a string was tied
through the perforation in the base, so that the point might not pull out of the handle and allow the
animal to escape with it. This opinion was also held by Michel of Lytton.

Fig. 38. According to Baptiste, this represents an anvil upon which to crush food in mouthful
quantities for rich, toothless old persons when travelling, larger anvils being used when in camp (see
Part III, p. 139).

Fig. 39. This is thought by Baptiste to represent a stone that, when covered with skin, was used
as a ball in the game described on p. 279 of Part IV. Mr. Teit approved this opinion, but Michel
of Lytton believed it to havebeen covered with skin and used as a club-head (see Part IV, p. 264).
It is hardly probable that specimens like the one shown in Fig. 247, which are not nearly so
spherical even as the one illustrated in Fig. 39, should have been used in the game.

Fig. 49 illustrates a specimen which Baptiste and Mr. Teit agree was undoubtedly used for
such purposes as chipping arrow-points, carving wood, and cutting out steatite pipes. They were
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not impressed with the opinion of Michel of Lytton, that it was used for cutting nephrite (see
footnote, p. 4I6).

Fig. 50. Baptiste considered this to represent a large foreshaft and head for an arrow such
as was formerly used to kill horses, dogs, and the like, to be placed on the grave of their owner.
He later concluded that it represented a knife, buf said that it resembled these arrow-heads.

Fig. 5'. Michel of Lytton considered this to represent a knife for cuttting soft inner bark
when the sap runs in April (see Fig. 34o and Part IV, p. 233). Later Baptiste said that very brave
bear-hunters formerly used such an implement to thrust down the bear's throat, placing one end
against the roof of his mouth, and the other on his tongue when he opened his mouth. James
Michel Tcilaxitca approved this opinion. Both said that Michel of Lytton was mistaken, but he
was not seen after this.

Fig. 52. According to Baptiste, this represents a chisel used to scrape small pieces of skin.

Fig. 53. This, he considered, represents an awl.

Fig. 54. Baptiste also believed this to represent a scraper for small pieces of skin, and he
stated that needles and small bone awls were laid in the natural groove and wrapped there to keep
them from being broken when not in use.

Fig 55. Mr. Teit thought this might represent a sap-cutter. Baptiste believed it to represent
a flaker for making arrow-points. Michel of Lytton concurred in Baptiste's opinion (see Fig. 340).

Fig. 56. Michel of Lytton considered this to represent part of a trap used to catch ground-
hogs as they issue from their burrows. He called it an i'xuap, and said they were made of wood,
bone, or " horn." No other evidences of traps were found by us.

Fig. 59. Baptiste believed this to represent a spindle-whorl for spinning dog-hair and
mountain-goat wool. Michel of Lytton agreed, and said that some of them were made of wood,
and others of bone.

Fig. 65. Baptiste said that this, like Fig. 54, represented a case for awls and needles as well
as a scraper.

Fig. 84. Charlie Tcilaxitca believed this to represent an ornament worn on the hair, behind
the shoulders, by chiefs' daughters.

Fig. 87. Charlie Tcilaxitca thought ornaments of this kind were worn on the chest by
daughters of chiefs (see p. 425).

Fig. 95. This was shown to Mr. Teit, Baptiste, Charlie Tcilaxitca, and also Michel of Lytton.
All of them insisted that the object, which is figured as two-thirds natural size, is a sap-scraper such
as was used when they were children. Such evidence, in addition to the similarity of the object to
modern sap-scrapers, seems to satisfactorily prove that it was used for this purpose.

Figs. 96-98. Charlie Tcilaxitca says that such pendants were used for each ear, as well as in
large numbers for necklaces (see p. 426).

Fig. 99. Charlie Tcilaxitca said of this, that when a child he saw nose-ornaments in use which
were made of dentalium shells with a hair tassel at each end similar to the specimen shown in Fig. 99.
Baptiste and Mr. Teit both approved this remark (see Fig. 197, Part IV), and also agreed that such
shells with tassels may also have served as ear-pendants such as are described on p. 222, Part IV
Mr. Teit said that all the Indians know of the use of such nose-ornaments.

Fig. 102. Baptiste considers this to represent a drinking-tube; and Michel of Lytton con-
firmed the statement, saying that at the time of the ceremonies when young girls received their
manitous, they were not allowed to use a cup, but had to drink through such a tube for the period of
one year. Modern drinking-tubes are illustrated on p. 313 Of Part IV.

Figs. I07, i09, iio. Baptiste said that these represented objects which were kept simply

441
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because they were considered nice or valuable. Charlie Tcilaxitca had the same opinion regarding
Figs. I09 and IIO.

Fig. II4 was submitted to Mr. Teit, Chief SalictE, Charlie Tcilaxitca, and Baptiste. They all
agree that it is a fixture for a dog-halter to keep the loop from slipping up and choking the dog;
also that the carving represents the manitou of the owner of the d,og, and was first seen in a dream.
It resembles, in general shape, and in having a mouth and tail, the specimens known to be such
fixtures (see Part IV, p. 245).

Fig. i i6. Mr. Teit said that this represented a piece of copper that was probably being rolled
around the cylindrical stick to form it into a long bead, and that, as the person was at work upon it
immediately before death, it was buried with him.
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*** Figures refer to pages.

ABELONE shells, I34, IS, 152, 222, 426.
in Bella Coola mythology, 6o, 62, 71, 72.

Abortion, 305.
Additional information regarding specimens fig-

ured in Part III, 440.
Adolescent girls, shelter for, I98.
Adoption of children, 308.
Adzes, I42, 145, i83, 415.

Alaska, hair ornaments from, 150, 15.
Alphabet, 12.
American race, antiquity of, 5.
Amulets, i6o, 305, 308, 371I, 372.
Ancestors, mythical, of the Bella Coola, 48.

of the Tsimshian, 50.
Andrews, H. A., i65.
Animals, belief in a special world for, 343.

parts of, as guardian spirits,- 355.
Anklets, 223, 318, 384.
Anthropometry of northern British Columbia, 7.
Anvils, I39, 413.

Apache, coiled basketry of, 390.
Aprons of Thompson boys, 38, 379, 380.
Archaeology of Lytton, B. C., 129-i6r.

of the Thompson River region, 401-442.
Armor, 263, 265, 266.
Arrow-flaker, 182.
Arrow-heads, 135, 136, I59, I6i, 241-243, 408,

409.
Arrow-poison, 243, 263.
Arrows, mythological ascent to sky by chain of,

69, 95, 102.
of Thompsons, 239, 241-243, 263, 346, 380.

Arrow-shaft smoothers, 145, 146, 419.
Arrow-stone, Raven myth regarding, 137, 409.
Art, of Coast Salish, 388, 389.

decorative, of Salish, 391 (Part V)-399.
decorative, of Thompsons, 376-383, 389, 422.
of people of Thompson River region, 155-158,

430, 431.
See Carvings, Designs.

Astas, culture-hero of the Carriers, 47.
Athapascans, the, 330, 388, 406, 407.
Awls, 148, I55, I56, I86, 404, 408, 420, 430.

receptacles for, 420.
Axes, I83, 379, 41I5.

BAG-NETS, 249, 25 I.
Bags, 190, I99, 201, 203.

Ball game, 277.
Basketry, of S.lish, 391 (Part V)-399.

of Thompsons, I87-I89, 199-202, 383, 389.
Baskets, use of windpipes of wolves for, in Bella

Coola legend, IO5.
Bathing, 224.
Battle Bluff, pictographs on, 402.
Beads, 134, 153, I87, 221-223, 403, 425, 426.

rhythmic arrangement of, on strings, 383, 384.
Bear, hunting of, 249.

legend of black, III-1I4.
Bearberries, charred, finds of, 155, 408.

mixture of, with tobacco, 155, 429.
Bears resembling men, legend of, 53.
Beauty, ideas regarding personal, 229.
Beaver, the, in Bella Coola legend, 107.

hunting of, among Thompsons, 249, 41 [.
Beds, I99.
Begging, 299.
Beliefs, current, of Thompsons, 341-344, 372-

375-
Bella Bella, B. C., legend of salmon at, 39, 40.
Bella Bella Indians, 10, 123.
Bella Coola Indians, 9, IO, 25-128, 387, 388.
Belt, woman's, 2i6.
Berries, as a food supply, 231.

offering of first, to mountains or earth, 345.
painting of face when picking, 344.

Berry-cakes, 235.
Berrying-grounds, common property, 294.
Betrothal, age of girls at, 321.
Bird, fabulous, in Bella Coola legend, ioo, 124.
Bird's down, magic powers of, 56, 77, 7 8, 8o, 86

io8.
use of, at potlatch, 386.

Birth, customs regarding, 309.
statistics concerning, 1I76, 391 (Appendix).

Bits for horses, 258.
Blankets, 191, 217, 379, 380.
Boas, Franz, 1-128, 153, i65, 376-391.
Bodice, woman's, 2I6.
Boundaries of Thompson tribe, I75.
Bows, 239-241.
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Bows, decoration of, 378, 382.
Boxes, burials in, 335.
Bracelets, 223.
Breast-shields, 265, 266, 427.
Breech-cloths, 208, 209, 217.
Bridles, 258.
Britton, N. L., I65.
Brush-house, I96.
Bull-roarers, 281.
Burial-grounds, prehistoric, in Thompson River

region, 129, 130, 402, 403.
of Thompsons, 330.

Burials, beliefs regarding, 374.
method of, among Athapascans, 330.
method of, among Thompsons, 327-336.
prehistoric, in Thompson River region, 158-

i6i, 404, 405, 431, 432.

rock-slide, 330, 331, 402, 405, 432.
taboos regarding, 331, 332.
tent, 405, 423, 432.

CACHES or storehouses, I98, I99.
contents of burial, 436, 437.

Cairns on Vancouver Island, II.
Calendar, of the Bella Coola, 41.

of the Thompsons, 353.
Calking, method of, i84.
Cannibalism, ceremonies connected with, 34,

114-120, 126.

Canoes, copper, in Bella Coola legend, 5I.
covered with abelone shells, in Bella Coola

legend, 50.
of Thompsons, I84, 255.
self-moving, in Bella Coola legend, 39-4I, 53,

63, 72, 73.

Caps, 2I3, 2I7-22I.
Card game, 276.
Carriers, 47, I23.
Carrying-straps, 383, 384.
Carvings, prehistoric, in Thompson River region,

I29, 155-I58, i6I,422, 428-431.
of Thompsons, 204, 272, 300, 329, 376, 377,

38I.
Catalogue numbers of surface finds, 434-440.
Catfish, method of catching, 253.
Cat's-cradle, game of, 281, 282.
Cedar-bark, red, in Bella Coola legend, 42, 44,

54,56, 78, go, IiI6, II117, I20.
red, strings of, in prehistoric finds, 135, 153.

Cellar, storage, I98.
Celts, I32, 142, 143, 415-417.

Ceremonial, Cannibal, 34, 114-120, 126.
ku'siut, 30, 31, 33, 34, 36, 38, 40, 41, I14-117,

126.
Lao'laxa, I14, 115.
salmon, first catch of, 78.
sisau'k-, 34-36, 51I, 53, 68, 71, II4-I i6.
tobacco, first gathering of, 349.
ts'etsa'eqa, 114, II5.
whipping the children, 309.

Charms, i6o, 305, 308, 371, 372.

Chemakum, the, 388.
Chief, Great, at religious dances, 352.
Chiefs of Thompsons, 289, 296. See also War-

chiefs.
Chilcotin Indians, 9.

basketry, designs of, 399.
lodges of, I23.

Child-birth, customs regarding, 304, 305, 309.
Childhood, customs during, 306-310.
Children, beliefs regarding first-born, 309.

care of, 177.
Chinamen's ranch near Lytton, B.C., exploration

of, 132.
Chinook Wind, prayer to, 345.
Chipped-stone implements from Thompson River

region, 135, 136, 148, 404, 407-409, 418.
Chisels, 142, 145, I83, 4I5.
Christians, beliefs regarding souls of, 359.
Clan legend, among tribes of British Columbia,

115, ii6, 1I23.
Clans, division of Kwakiutl into, I2I.
Clothing, 206-222.
Clouds, belief regarding cirrus, 341.
Clubs, 264, 265. See also War-clubs.
Clute, Willard N., 402.
Coast Salish, art of, 388, 389.
Coats, 208.
Color, significance of, in design, 24, 394, 395,

398.
Comb, fragment of, made of antler, I50.
Combs, styles of, 224, 314, 315.
Comox, culture of, 387.
Compass, points of, 337.
Constancy of Thompson women, 326.
Consumption among Thompsons, 177.
Cooking, method of, I40, 236, 414.
Copper, in Bella Coola mythology, 50, 5I, 53,

63, 71.
clay, in Thompson region, used as paint, 424.
ornaments, I5o, 151, 06o, 222, 403, 424-427.
preservative quality of, 1I34, 153.
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Copper war-clubs, 149, 150, 264.
Cormorant, in Bella Coola legend, 39,40.

Councils,. 289.
Couteau Indians, I67.
Cowardice, punishment for, 268.
Coyote, the, 337, 338, 341, 359, 375, 384.
Cradles, 306-309, 329.

Cremated bones, remains of, 404, 411, 426.
Crests of the Haida, I4.
Cricket song, 385.
Cross, incised, on river pebble, 155.

significance of, 380, 384, 385, 398.
Cruppers, 258.
Culture of interior of British Columbia, 1 5 7, i6 i,

389, 432, 433.
Culture-hero of the Carriers, 47.

Cups, bark, 202.

stone, 204, 376.
Cushing, Frank Hamilton, 427.

Cutting implements, 143, 144, I82, 416, 48.

DAGGERS from Thompson River region, 149,

423, 43I.
of Thompsons, 263, 264.

Dances, 296, 298, 324, 345, 350-354, 356, 364,
365, 385, 386.

Darts for ring game, 275.

Dawn, prayers to, 313, 314, 317,338,345, 346.
Dawson, G. M., I29, 133, 143, 155, 157, 158,

407.
Daylight, box containing, in Bella Coola legend,

61,63.
Dead, significance of objects buried with, I58.

trail of, 38, 342, 343.

Death, beliefs regarding, 360, 374.

customs regarding, 296-302, 334.

omens of, 372, 373.

taboos regarding, 328, 332.

Decorative art, of Thompsons, 376-383, 389,422,
430, 431.

of Salish, 391 (Part V)-399.
See Carvings, Designs.

Decrease among Indian tribes, cause of, 176.
Deer, in Bella Coola legend, 32, 62, 92, 97-99.
Deer-fences, 246, 247.

Deer-hoof ornaments, 318.
Deer-hunting, 239, 244,246-248.
Deluge, Bella Coola legend of origin of, 96.

legend of Coyote's escape from, 338.
Dentalium shells, 134, 153, 222, 223, 403, 407,

408, 425, 927, 430, 431.

Deserted boy, in Bella Coola legend, 103.
Designs, adaptation of, to decorative field, 13,

24, 382, 391, 392.
after-image of sun, 23.
ambiguity of, 377.
animals symbolized by parts of body, 15-23.
on aprons, 318, 379, 380.
arrow pattern, 383, 384, 392, 396-398.
on arrows, 242, 380.
on basketry, 39I-399.
baskets, 378, 398.
bat, I57.
on bat, 278, 382.
bear, i8, 21, 273,377,378,381 382.
beaver, i6, 23.
bird, 393, 394, 43I.
on blankets, 379, 380.
on bones, I58, 376, 429, 430.
box, 393, 397.
butterfly, I56, I82, 227,382, 393, 395.
cardinal points, 380, 384, 385, 398.
on cards, 276.
cascade, 378.
clouds, 23.
of Coast Salish, 388, 389.
copper-plate, 22.
creek, 157.
cross-trails, 156, 276, 313,377-380,398.
on dagger, 430, 431.
dawn of day, 380.
deer-trap, 384, 385.
on dentalium shells, 430, 431.
devil-fish, I5, 19, 21.
on digging-sticks, 1I37, 156.
dishes, 398.
dog, 276.
dog-fish, 17, 19.
dog-salmon, 15.
dreams, 157, 379, 381, 399-
on drinking-tubes, 313, 379.
on drum, 380, 384, 385.
ducks, flying, 398.
eagle, i8, 211 273, 393.
eagle's nest, 22.
earth, 157, 381.
eye, see butterfly, above.
face, human, 431.
in facial paintings, I3-24, 225, 226, 228, 268,

35o.
fir-branches, 378.
firewood, 398.
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Designs, fish-net, 23, 397.
flounder, 395.
flY, 395-
food, 377, 382.
frog, i 8.
on gambling-implements, 153, 272, 273.
goose, flying, I 57, 393.
grave-post, 378, 384, 385.
grouse-track, 395.
guardian spirits, I56.
halibut, 15, 22.
hawk, i8, 19.
on head-band, 381, 382.
horse, 384, 385.
house and household furniture, 398.
intestines, 395.
killer-whale, I5, i6, 19, 21.
ladder, 399, 430.
lakes, 378, 398.
lightning, 157, 378, 381, 394, 399.
lizard, 380, 382, 384.
lodges, 398.
loon-necklace, 276, 378, 381, 382.
from Lytton, 155-157.
moon, I5, 33.
mosquito, i8, 22.
mountain, 378, 395, 398.
mountain-goat, i8, 20.
net, 23, 397.
otter, 273.
in pictographs, 321, 377, 380, 385.
on pipes, 154, 157, I58, 301, 376, 378, 38I.

382, 429, 430.
plant, 396.
on pouch, 379, 38I, 382.
puffin, I9.
on quiver, 244, 38I.
rainbow, 15, 33, 378, 384, 385.
rattlesnake, 1I57, 393.
raven, i6, I 9, 20.
realistic, 377, 396.
rock-slide, 22.
root, 276, 393.
on root-digger, 231, 383.
salmon-berry blossom, 34.
on sap-scrapers, 156, 430.
sculpin, 17, 20.
sea-lion, I6, i8, 21.
sea-monster, 17, i8, 20-23.
sea-otter, 23.
on shield, 266.

Designs, skeleton, 263, 265, 379.
sky, 22, 264, 380, 38I.
snake, 137, I56, 157, 223, 242, 273, 278, 380,

382-384, 394, 398.
snake coiled around cup, 204, 376.
on spoon, 204, 376.
star, 33, 378-382, 384, 385, 393, 397, 398.
star-fish, 5,I 7.
on stirrer, 378, 382.
stone hammer, 397.
strap, 393, 397-
sun, 15, 266, 276, 301, 378-382, 384, 385.
of Thompsons, 273, 313, 376-385, 422, 429,

430.
thunder-bird, 264, 380, 38I.
on tongs, 378, 382.
tooth, 395.
trails, 157, 276, 313, 377-380.
trees, 157, 272, 379, 380, 382.
trench, 378, 379.
ts'dagul, 1 9.
underground house, 378.
Wasx, 19, 20.
wave, 395, 399.
on weapons, 263-265, 357, 378-38I.
whale, 19, 20.
wolf, i6, i8, 19, 273.
woodpecker, i6, I9, 21, 22, 379.
wood-worm, 137, 156, 157, 382, 429, 430.
zigzag, 393, 394, 398, 399.

Dialect of Upper Thompsons, 17.
Dice, game of, 153, 272, 428.
Diercks, T29.
Digging-sticks, 137, 138, I56, 381, 411, 430.
Dipper, the Great, 341, 342.
Disease, cure of, by sucking, 362, 363.
Dish that could not be emptied, legend of, 54.
Dog-halter, 244, 245.
Dogs, burial of, with owners, 407.
naming of, 292.
Thompson, good hunters, 244.

Door, legend of biting, 75, 104.
Dreams, of adolescent boys, 31i8, 320.

beliefs regarding, 372.
representation of, on implements, etc., 157,

378, 379, 381, 399.
Dress, of pregnant women, 303.

of prehistoric people of Thompson River
region, 150-153, 423-427.

of Thompsons, 206-220, 423.
DriJling, method of, I83, I84, 39I.
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Drills, 148, 407, 419.
Drinking-tubes, 154, 313, 379.
Drowned people, belief regarding souls of, 359.
Drums, 299, 380, 383-385.
Drumsticks, 299, 384, 385.
Drying-frame for berries, 235, 236.
Dug-outs, I84, 255.
Dwarfs, belief in a race of, 339.
Dyes, I84.

EAGLE, value of tail-feathers of, 214, 357, 392.
Eagle-down, legend of ascent to sky by, 78, 86.
magic powers of, in Bella Coola legend, 56,

77, 78, io8.
Ear-ornaments, 222.

perforations for, 32I.
Earth, Thompson idea of shape of, 337.
Earthquake, cause of, 37.
Eburne, B. C., stone daggers from, 264.
Echo, in Bella Coola legend, 93.
Eclipse, of moon, idea of Bella Coola regard-

ing, 31.
of sun, idea of Bella Coola regarding, 36.

Elk, abundance of, at Kamloops, B. C., 401.
pendants made of teeth of, 426.
use of teeth of, for decorative purposes, 222.

Elopements, 324, 325.
Embroidery, I87, 212, 222.
Endogamy, ii6, 121, 123-125.
Engraving, see Carvings.
Epidemics, 177, 364.
Ethical concepts, 366, 367.
Exogamic system, i i6.
Eye-shade used by fishermen, 252.

FACIAL paintings of Indians of northern British
Columbia, 13-24.

of Thompsons, 225, 226, 228, 267, 268, 344,
350, 351, 361, 386.

Farrand, Livingston, 8, 121, 391-399.
Father, authority of, among Thompsons, 292.
Festivals, religious, 334, 350-354.

social, 296-302.
Finger-nail clippings, burning of, 360.
Fir-branches, use of, by girls, 315.
Fire, origin of, 338.
Fire-drill in Bella Coola legend, 62.

of Thompsons, 203.
Fireplace in underground houses, 403.
Fish, fabulous, 28, 44, 66, 124. See Si'siuL.
Fishermen, guardian spirits of, 355.

Fish-hooks, 253.
Fishing, 249-254, 256.

beliefs regarding, 348.
platforms for, 250-252.

Fish-knives, 234, 414.
Fish-lines, 253.
Fish-spears, 251, 252.
Fish-trap, 254.
Fish-weir, 254.
Fog, origin of, 338.
Food, animals used for, 1 34, 257, 403.

caches for storing, 414.
implements used in preparing, 138, 140, 233,

235, 236,412-414.
implements used in procuring, 135, 231, 408.
method of cooking, I40, 236, 237, 414.
prayer regarding, 353.
preservation of, 234-236.

Food-supply of Thompson River region, 129, 401.
of Thompsons, 230-237.

Foot-races, 280.
Fortresses, 266.
Fraser River, in Bella Coola legend, 50, 52, 53.

occurrence of basalt in delta of, 407.
shell-mounds on, IlI.
tribes of Upper, 9.

Fringe, beaded, rhythmic arrangement, 383, 384.
buckskin, 221.

Frog, carving of, on stone vessel, 204, 376.
sister of Moon, according to Thompsons, 341.

Fruits, varieties of, used by Thompsons, 232, 233.

GAMBLERS, guardian spirits of, 355.
Gambling, implements used in, 153, 154, 272,

273, 275, 38I, 382,428.
songs used in game of, 275.
value of stake in, 391.

Game, beliefs regarding, 346-348.
distribution of, 248, 294.

Games, 153, 154, 272-282,428.
Garter of Upper Thompsons, 208.
Geometric patterns, development of, 13, 391-393.
and realistic patterns on same object, 396.

Ghosts, beliefs regarding, 340, 358, 365.
sketch showing land of, 343.
visit to country of, in Bella Coola legend, 37,

38, 42.
Qxiant with copper plates, legend of, 63.
Giants, belief of Upper Thompsons in, 340.
Gitlop, legend concerning the, 67.
Glacier, legend of, I09-III.
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Government Hill Site, location of, 404.
Government Indian School, 404.
Government Site, location of, 404.
Grave figures, 131, 329, 335.
Graves, of Thompson River region, contents of,

434-440.
exploration of, 402, 404.
marking of, 406.
of Thompsons, opening of, by relatives, 330.

Great Bear or Dipper, 341, 342.
Green stones, 132, I33, 142, 407, 415.

Grinding-stones, 143, 144, 202.
Grisly bear, influence of, on twins, 310.
Gritstones, 144, 184.
Grooved stones, 142, 146, 149, i6o, 417.
Grooves, method of cutting, 143, I44, 4I6.

in skin-scrapers, uses of, 420.
Guardian spirits, of Bella Coola mountain-goat

hunter, 45, 58.
of Thompsons, 354, 355.
representations of, on tools, clothing, etc., 156,

206, 379, 380, 430.
Guessing game, 275.
Guns, first, used by Thompsons, 244.

HABITATIONS, of Thompson River region, 140,
141, 414.

of Thompsons, 192-199.
Hafting, method of, I47, I83, I84, 391 (App'x).
Haida Indians, 10, 14-24, I21.
Hair, burning of combings of, as guard against

sorcery, 360.
cutting of, as a sign of mourning, 224, 333.
of dead, style of dressing, 328.
styles of dressing, among Thompsons, 2 24-227,

303, 351.
use of grease on, 224.

Hair-ornaments from Alaska, 150, 151.
of Thompson girls, 2I8.

Hair-ribbons, 213-215, 227.
Half-breeds among Thompsons, 179, i8o.
Halter-ropes, 258.
Hammers, 138, 142, I83, 403, 404, 408, 413, 415.
Hammer-stone with animal head, 376.
Hand-guard, 24I.
Hare, belief of Thompsons regarding, 341.
Harpoon-points, 137, 410, 411.
Hatchets, 265.
Hau'hau, legend of the, 0oo.
T-Iead-bands, 212-2I8, 33,338, 351.

designs on, 381, 382.

Head-scratcher, 424.
Hearths, ancient, I30, 155.
Heaven, in Bella Coola legend, 27, 28.

hole in, 66.
Herald of Thompson war-chief, duties of, 290.

of thunder-bird, description of, 47.
Hermaphrodite, in Bella Coola legend, 53, 54.
Hide-and-seek, game of, 28I.
Hillsides, burning of, to secure abundance of

roots, 230.
Hill-Tout, Charles, 8, 130, I55.
Horse, most common gift at potlatch, 380.
Horsehair, use of, in embroidery, I87, 206, 2I2.
Horse-races, 280.
Horses, introduction of, among Thompsons, 25 7.
names of, 292.
slauglhter of, for food, 299.

Horseshoe as a guard against ghosts, 358.
House, legend of woman rooted to floor of, 89,

IOI.
House of Myths, in Bella Coola legend, 27, 28,

4I, 6I, 78, 8o, ii6, II8.
House-furnishings, I99.
House-pits, ancient, I32, I40, 14I, 403, 405, 414.
Houses, fortified, 266. See also Habitations.
Hudson Bay Company, block-house of, at Kam-

loops, 404.
Hunt, George, 8.
Hunters, 213, 214, 355, 386.
Hunting, beliefs regarding, 347.

ceremonies to insure luck in, 364, 365.
implements used in, 135, 136, 239-249, 408-

412.

Hunting-lodge, I96.
Hunting-territory, common property, 293.
Huts, erected over graves, 329.
occupied by girls during puberty rites, 312.

INCISED lines, see Carvings.
Infants, burial of, alive, 329.
Inheritance, laws of, among Bella Coola, 124.

laws of, among Thompsons, 293, 294, 331, 332.
Initiation, of Cannibal, ii8.

of shamans among Bella Coola, 42-44.
Intercourse between Upper and Lower Thomp-

sons slight, 178.
Intermarriages among Thompson tribes, 179.
Intertribal trade, i6i.

JACKETS, 207, 208.
Jacobsen, Adrian, 26, 27, 42, 114.
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Jacobsen, Fillip, 8, 26, 27, 52, I 14-1I6.
Jade, bowlders, mode of cutting, I82.

implements, I42, 320, 407, 4I6, 417.

occurrence of, in British Columbia, 133, 407.

Jealousy of Wolf woman in Bella Coola legend,
io6.

Jesup, Morris K., 6.
Jesup North Pacific Expedition, members of, 6.

operations of, in I1897, 7.

plan of, 4.

KAMLOOPS, B. C., explorations at, 8, 153, 401-

404, 408, 411, 422, 428, 429, 43I.
Kemp, J. F., 132, I33.
Kettles, 200.

Killer-whale, legend of, io8, IO9.
King, C. G., 422.

King, J. D., 135.

Knives, of Thompson River region, 140, I44,
414.

of Thompsons, I83, I84, 234, 266,39I (App'x).
Knuckle-covering for lehal players, 276.
Kokwe'la, a Thompson Transformer, 337.

Kunz, George F., 407, 4I6.
Ku'siut, see Ceremonial.
Kwakiutl, II4-II6, 121, 124, 126, 388.

LABOR, division of, I82, 295.

Lacrosse, game of, 277, 278.
design on stick used in, 278, 382.

Ladle, 203, 204.

Lakes, origin of, 338.
Languages of North Pacific coast, 6, 7.

distribution of, in Bella Coola legend, 65, 69.
Legends, borrowing of, among Coast tribes, I20.

Leggings, 208, 209, 2I6.
Lehal, game of, 275.
Le Jeune, J. M., 402.

Levirate, 325.

Lice, treatment of, by girls, 3I6.
Lifting stones, game of, 280.
Lightning, relation of, to thunder, 338.
Lines, incised, see Carvings.
Lillooet Indians, 9, 183, 229, 387, 391, 393, 395,

396, 399.
Lillooet Valley, 407.

Literature of Bella Coola, 26.
Lizard, belief regarding, 348.
Lodges of Thompsons, types of, 195-197. See

Habitations.
Log-houses of Thompsons, I99, 266.

Lower Thompsons, Indian names of, i68.
Lower world, Bella Coola conception of, 27.

Luck, designs supposed to secure, 38I.
Lynx, in Bella Coola legend, 45.

Lythospermum seeds in Lytton region, I35, i6o.
Lytton, B. C., archaeology of, I29-I61I.

centre of the world, according to Thompsons,
337.

dividing-line of Thompson territory, i68.
situation, climate, etc., of, I29.

Lytton band of Upper Thompsons, I70-172.

MAGIC flight of Stump's wife, legend of, 102.

staff, in Bella Coola legend, 53, 54.

Manitou, see Guardian spiri.

Manufactures of Thompsons, I82-I91, 389.
Marriage rites, 321-326, 353.

Masks, of Bella Coola, 35, 36, 71, II9.
of Thompsons, 299, 362.

Masmasala'nix, 32, 36, 39, 53, 6:, 66, 67.
Mason, Otis T., 389, 390.

Mats, of Thompson River region, 405, 408, 421,

423.
of Thompsons, i88, I90, I9I.

Meander Hills, 405.

Meat, preservation of, 234.

Medicines, list of, used by Thompsons, 368, 370.

Menstruation, beliefs regarding, 42.

customs during, I98, 312, 326, 327.

Mental traits of Thompsons, i8o.
Migrations, 4.

of Thompsons, 178.
Milky Way, 342.

Mink, in Bella Coola legend, 38, 39, 50, 95, 96,
I03.

Mittens, 212.

Moccasins, styles of, 209-2 I1, 2I6.
Monsters, belief of Bella Coola in, 31.

belief of Thompsons in, 339.

Months of the year, names and characteristics of,
among Thompsons, 237-239.

Moon, Bella Coola idea of eclipse of, 3I.
Thompson idea of, 341.

Morning Star, 34I.
Mortars, I39, 413.

Mosquitoes, origin of, 90.

Mountain-goat hunter, protector of, 45, 58, 59.
prayer of, to Sun, 29.

Mountain-goats in Lytton region, 134.

belief of Bella Coola regarding father of, 47.

wool of, used for clothing, I50.
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Mourning, sign of, among Thompsons, 224.
Musical instruments, 383, 384.
Mysteries of land and water, 338, 344.
Mythology of Bella Coola Indians, 25-127.

origin Of, I20.

NAME of Thompson tribe, i67.
Names, of animals and birds in Bella Coola

legend, 40.
of animals, among Thompsons, 292.
of deceased, taboo against mentioning, 332.
hereditary, 290.
of months, in Bella Coola legend, 41.
of months, among Thompsons, 238, 239.
personal, of Thompsons, 291, 292.
of Thompson bands, I 70.
of villages, Bella Coola, 48-50.
of villages, Thompson, I69, 171-174.

Necklaces, 2i8, 223, 425-427.
Neck-rings of red cedar-bark, in Bella Coola

legend, 42, 44, Iii6, 120.
Needles, 148, 1I49, 420, 421.
Nephrite, see Jade.
Nets, 190, I91, 248-250.
Netting-stick, I 9 I.
Newcombe, Charles F., I I.
Nicola band of Upper Thompsons, I70, 174.
Nicola Valley, explorations in, 402, 405, 406, 407,

4"I.
Nootsack River, Washington, 407.
North Pacific Coast, history of explorations on, 7.
North Saanich, 429.
Nose-ornaments, 222, 223, 321.
Notched bones, 430.

OAKES, J. J., 130, 382.
Ochre, red, 133, 155, 408, 424.
Offering of berries to mountains, 346.

sun, Bella Coola, 29.
Okanagon, contact of, with Thompsons, i86,

389, 402.
villages of, 174.

Olachen, Bella Coola myths regarding, 51, 54,6.
Old Man of Thompsons, 337, 341, 344, 359, 375.
Olivella shells, 1I34, 153.
Omen of women during pregnancy, 304.
Operations, list of surgical, of Thompsons, 370.
Organization of Kwakiutl, 121.

of Salish tribes, 122.
Ornamentation, of basketry, i88, 200, 20I.

of clothing, 206-209, 2I2-222.

Ornaments, personal, I50, 15I, 222, 223, 424.
Osborn, H. F., 408.

PACK-SADDLES, 258.
Paddles, types of, 256.
Paint, materials used for, 133, i84.
Painting, of face or body, among Indians of

northern British Columbia, 13-24.
of face or body, among Thompsons, 225, 226,

228, 267, 268, 344, 350, 351, 36I, 386.
of rocks, 155, 339, 381, 382, 403.

Paint-pot, 202.
Pecten shell, I34, 151, 154, 408, 428.
Pendants, 151, 152, 424-426.
Pestles, 138, 139, 141, 203, 403,404,412, 413, 415.
Petroglyphs, 320.
Physical type of people of interior of British

Columbia, 433.
Pictographs, 3I7, 321, 377, 402, 405.
Pillows, I 99.
Pins, I87.
Pipe, passing of, around, 302, 353.
smoking of, the cause of rain or snow, 374.
use of, to drive away ghosts, 358.

Pipes, 154, I55, 157, I58, 300, 301, 363, 376, 378,
381, 382, 428-430.

Plants, edible, 232, 233.
male and female, 311.
mysterious powers of, 333, 346.

Platforms, fishing, 250-252.
Pleiades, of Thompsons, 34I.
Point Thomas, copper ornament from, 151.
Polishing, method of, I84, 416.
Polygamy, 326.
Ponchos, 219, 220.
Population of Thompsons, 175.
Porcupine-quills, use of, for decoration, I87, 206,

212, 222.

Port Hammond, B. C., 429.
Post, sunset, in Bella Coola legend, 36, 50.
Potlatches, 297-299, 366, 380, 385.
Pouches, 201, 203, 379, 381, 382, 384, 424.
Powder-horns, 244.
Prayers, 29, 126, 303, 313-315, 317-320, 344-350,

353, 354.
Pregnancy, ceremonies regarding, 303, 304.
Prehistoric habitations near Lytton, 132.
Presents, giving of, among Thompsons, 299.
Property, laws regarding, 293, 294, 331, 332.
Prophets, 365.
Protector, see Guardian spirit.
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Puberty rites, 311-321, 38I, 382.
Puma, bones of, in Lytton finds, 134.

claws of, in Kamloops finds, 426.
Putnam, F. W., 6.

QA NIG.ILAKU, introduction of, into Bella Coola
traditions, 1 15.

Qod'qLqaL, miracle-worker among Thompsons,
337.

Queen Charlotte Islands, I I.

Quinaults, basketry designs of, 391-393, 395,

397-399-
Quivers, 243, 244, 38i.

RACES, among Thompsons, 280.
Rafts for fishing and transportation, 256.
Rag mats, I I.
Rain, origin of, 341.

prayer for cessation of, 345.

Rainbow, belief concerning, 342.

Rattles, 154, 384, 386, 428.
Raven legends, Bella Coola, 33, 45, 50, 6o, 6i,

70-72, 90-95.

Carrier, 47.
Thompson, 137, 409.

Reburial of bones of deceased, 336.
Re-incarnation, belief regarding, 359.

Religion of Thompsons, 337-367.
Reserves, the sites-of villages, 174.

Resources of prehistoric people of Thompson
River region, i32, 407, 408.

Ring games, 274.

Rings, finger, 223.

of red cedar-bark, 42, 44, ii6, 120.

Rivers, origin of, 338.
Rivers Inlet, I1, 47, 51I, 6I, 70.

Robes, 206, 2.X8-220.
Rock, abundance of angular pieces of, 404.

Rock-paintings, I55, 339, 381, 382, 403.

Rock-slide burials, 330, 331, 402, 405, 432.

Rooms of underground house, 194.

Root-diggers, I56, I87, 231, 232, 383.
Root-digging grounds, common property, 294.

Roots, dry, method of cooking, 236.
edible, near Lytton, 135.
a food-supply of Thompsons, 230-232.

process of drying, 235.

Runners, guardian spirits of, 355.

SADDLE-BAGS, 200.

Saddle-girth, 258.

Saddles, 258.
Sagebrush-bark, I50, 404, 408, 420.

Sahaptin, the, I90.
Salish, basketry designs of, 391 (Part V)-399.

culture of, 387.
organization of, 122.

original home of, 387.
Salmon, ceremonies at first catch of, 78.

legends of Bella Coola regarding, 30, 38-40,
70, 73-83, 94.

method of catching, 249, 25I.
method of drying, 234.

occurrence and use of, 134, 230, 401.

Salmon-berry Bird of Bella Coola legend, 77.
Salmon-berry blossom, design of, on kui'siut

deity, 34.

Salmon-oil, process of making, 235.

Salmon River Canion, legend of origin of, 66.
Salmon-trout, method of fishing, 253.

Salt-licks, deer-hunting at, 246.
Sand, conical piles of, 403, 4I4.

shifting, 404, 405.

Sandstone, siliceous, 133, I43, 416, 4I9.
slab of, rubbed, 139.

Sap-scrapers, 156, 233, 4I1, 412, 430.

Sash worn by dancers, 351.

Scaffolds for storage of household goods, I99.
Scalping, 268, 356.
Scouts, 270.

Scrapers, see Sap-scrapers, Skin-scrapers.

Scratchers, see Head-scratcher, Skin-scratchers.
Seasons, among Thompsons, 237-239.

in Bella Coola legend, 41.

Seesaw, prophetic, of Bella Coola, 32.
of Thompsons, 282.

Serpentine bowlders, 143, I82.
Sexual desire, creation of, by Bella Coola sha-

mans, 42.

Shamans, Bella Coola, 42, 44, 57.
Thompson, 214, 2I5, 300, 354, 357, 358, 360-

365, 378, 381, 382, 386.
Sharpening of bone, method of, [84.
Shells, 134, I51-I53, 221, 222, 425.
Shields, 265, 266, 427.

Shirts, 206, 207, 215, 2I6.
Shoes of poor, 220.

Shooting-games, 279, 280, 405.
Shooting Rock, the, of Nicola Valley, 405.
Shuswap, 133, I58, 406, 407.
Sidney, B.C., 429.

Sign language of Thompsons, 283, 344, 354.
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Signals, among Thompsons, 287.
Sisau'k-, see Ceremonial.
SI'siui, 28, 44, 124.

description of, 66.
Skeena River, 10, 50, 69.
Skin, fragments of, in Lytton finds, 146.
Skin-scrapers, 146, I47, i85, i86, 403, 4i8, 419.
Skin-scratchers, 312.
Skins, preparation of, I47, I84, I85, 419, 420.

uses of, 134, 423.

Sky, ascent of Cannibals to, i i8.
ascent to, by chain of arrows, 69, 95, 102.
bursting of, caused by Bella Coola, 36.
post supporting, in Bella Coola legend, 36.
rent in, 36, 66.

Slame, prehistoric village near, 131.
Slate knives, 140, 414.

disk, perforated, r46.
Slavery among Thompsons, 269, 290.
Slings, 281.
Slow-match, 205, 424.

Small-pox among Thompsons, 176.
Smith, Harlan I., 8, 129-I62, 264, 300, 376, 382,

401-442.
Smoking, 154, 155, 349, 350, 353.
Snake, fabulous, 28, 44, 66, 124. See SiSiUL.
Snare for small game, 249.
SnEnE"iq, legend of, 3I, 64, 83-89, go.
Snow, origin of, 341, 375.
Snowballing, 28I.
Snowshoes, 256-258.
Soap, substitute for, 228.
Social organization, of Bella Bella, 124.

of Bella Coola, 48, 120.
of Haida, 14.
of Thompsons, 289.

Society of the Laughers, Bella Coola, 114, 120.
Society of the Throwers, Bella Coola, I14.
Socks, 212.
Solstice, conception of, by Bella Coola, 36, 39.
Songs, of Bella Coola, 33, 36, 37, 71, 93, 98, 99.

of Thompsons, 320, 352, 357, 383-385.
Souls, beliefs concerning, 327, 357-360, 363.

land of, 342, 359, 364.
Spear-heads, bone, 409.
Spear-point, ornamented, 423.
Spears, 251, 252, 263, 4r1.
Spences Brid-ge, B.C., explorations at, 402, 411.

location of, 401.
Spences Bridge band of Upper Thompson In-

dians, 170, 172.

Spences Bridge band of Upper Thompson In-
dians, statistics concerning 176, I77, 391
(Appendix).

Spoons, 134, 140, 203, 204, 376.
Spruce-bark baskets, I87.

canoes, I84.
Spuzzum, B.C., 150, 195, 264, 290.
Staff, magic, in Bella Coola legend, 53, 54.
Staffs of shamans, 360.
Stakes in games, 154, 273.
Starfishes, in Bella Coola legend, 6o.
Stars, belief concerning, 341.
Statistics concerning Spences Bridge Indians,

176, 177, 391 (Appendix).
Stein Creek, prehistoric village north of, I31.
Stick game, 272.
Stirrer, wooden, 203, 205.
Stirrups, 258.
Stockings, 212.
Stone cairns, Vancouver Island, if.
Stone, carvings in, 129, 202, 204, 430, 43I.
implements of, I32, 136, I42, I58, I82-I85,

264, 391, 403, 404, 412, 413, 4I5, 424, 428,
429.

pipes, 154, 155, 157, I58, 428, 429.

Storage-bags, 201.
Storage-baskets, 200.
Storehouses, I98, 199.
Stump, legend of marriage of, loo.
Sturgeon, method of catching, 253.
Sucking, removal of disease by, 362, 363.
Suicide among Thompsons, 325, 357, 392.
Suicides, beliefs regarding souls of, 358, 359.
Sun, the, in Bella Coola legend, 36, 43, 50, 53, 6i,

63, 69, 70, 79-85, 95, 102.
Bella Coola offerings to, 29.
Thompson beliefs regarding, 341, 356, 357, 360,

36i.
Sun-box in Bella Coola legend, 6i, 63.
Sundog, of Bella Coola, 36.

of Thompsons, 341.
Sunflower root, 236, 349.
Sunset, post at, in Bella Coola legend, 36, 50.
Surface finds in Thompson River region, 403,

434, 436-438.
Surgical operations of Thompsons, 370.
Sweat-bathing, 321, 347, 356.
Sweat-bathing Grandfather Chief, prayer to, 319.
Sweat-house, I98, 319.
Swimming, 281.
Symbolism, color, 24, 377. See Designs.
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TABLE-MATS, 190, 199.
Taboos, of Bella Coola, 54.

of Thompsons, 303, 317, 32I, 325-328, 331-

334, 346-349, 362.
Tassels, use of, for decoration, 222.
Tattooing, 228, 321.
Taylor, M. L., i65.
Tcilaxitca, Charlie, 406, 425, 426.
Teit, James, 8, 155, I56, I63-375, 381, 382, 391,

392, 402, 409, 416, 427, 430.
Tent-burials, 405, 432.
Thompson Indians, I63-392, 406, 407.
Thompson River, 8.

archxeology of region of, 401-442.
Thread, materials used in making, I87.
Thunder, beliefs concerning, 338, 346.
Thunder-bird, of the Bella Coola, 47.

of the Thompsons, 338.
Tides, cause of, 37.
Tlingit Indians, division of, into clans, 121.
Tobacco, ceremony at first gathering of, 349.

gifts of, at potlatches, 298.
prehistoric, I55, 429.
substitute for, 300.

Tobogganing, 28I.
Toe-nails, burning of, to guard against sorcery,

360.
Toggles of dog-halters, I58, 376.
Tomahawks, 264, 265, 379.
Tongs, 203, 205, 378, 382.
Tools of Thompson River region, 141-I48, 414-

421.

burial of, with dead, 43I, 432.
Tops, 28I.
Totems, 290, 388.
Totem-poles of Coast Salish, 389.
Thtoso'nx, 50.
Trade, intertribal, of Thompsons, 258, 259.
Traditions, character of Bella Coola, 122.

of Bella Coola village communities, 12I.
Trail of the dead, in Bella Coola legend, 38.

in Thompson legend, 342, 343.
of the Sun, in Bella Coola legend, 36.

Trailers to moccasins, 211.
Training necessary for Thompson shaman, 354.
Tranquille River, 402, 405.
Transformation, of boy into bird's down, legend

of, 8o.
of boy into mink, legend of, 103.
of children into fish, legend of, 76.
of man into feather, legend of, 78.

Trransformers, the, of Thompsons, 337.
supplication of, 344.

Traps, for catching deer, z46, 247.
for catching fish, 254.
for catching small game, 249.

Trays for food, wooden, 203, 204.
Trousers, 206, 208, 209.
Trout, abundance-of, in Nicola Lake, 402
Ts'etsd'eqa, Kwakiutl ceremonial of, I14, 115.
Tsimshian, 50, 69, I21, I26.
Tubes made of bird bones, 154, 412, 428.
Tug-of-war games, 280.
Tump-lines, 256.
Tweezers, 227, 228.
Twins, customs and beliefs regarding, 210, 31.

UNDERGROUND houses, 130, 131, 140, 192, 194,

403, 404, 406.
in Bella Coola legend, 79.

Unfaithfulness, method of detecting, io6.
Unio shells, finds of, 134, 408.
Upper Fraser band of Upper Thompsons, 170,

172.

Upper Thompsons, name of, i68, 170.
Utf'mqt, significance of name, i68.

VALUE, standards of, 260-262.
Vancouver Island, II, 408, 422.
Vendetta, 290.
Village communities, 48, 50-73, 12 I.
Villages, list of Bella Coola, 48-50.

of Okanagon, t74.
of Thompson, 130, 131, i68, 169, T7M, 172,

174, 405.
Visions, 365.
Visits, social, of Thompson families, 296.

WALLETS, method of weaving, I90.
War, weapons of: arrows, 241, 243.

axe or tomahawk, 264, 265, 379.
clubs, 149, 150, 263-265, 380, 381, 408, 422.
knives, 263.

War-chiefs, 267, 289, 290.
Warriors, 213-2I5, 225, 226, 267, 268, 328, 354,

356, 357.
Wars of Thompsons, 267, 268.
Water, origin of, 338.
Wealth of Thompson chiefs, 289.
Weapons of Thompsons, 148-150, 239, 263, 357,

422;
Weasel, bones of, in Lytton finds, I34.
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Weather, beliefs regarding, 374, 375.
Weaving, method of, among Thompsons, I90,

191, 383, 424-

Weber, Rudolf, 130, I65, 402.
Wedges, 141, 182, I83, 404, 414.

Weirs, 254.
Whale, bone of, 408, 419 422.
Whetstones, 144, 417.
Whistles, 33, 68, I54, 313
Whites, first, at Kamloops, 404.
Widow and widower, 226, 332-334.
Wind, myth concerning, 337, 338.
Winwi'na, legend of, 38-40.

significance of name, i24.
Witchcraft, beliefs regarding, 360, 36!.
Wolf, bones of, in Lytton finds, 134.

Wolves, Bella Coola legend of, 97-99, 103-I08.
Woman rooted to floor of house, in Bella Coola

legend, 89, IOI.
Women, constancy of, 326.

customs regarding, 326, 327.
dress of, 2I5, 2I6, 303.

forbidden to catch olachen, 54.
guardian spirits of, I56, 355.
war-dance of, for success of men, 356.

Wood, excavation of, 404.
work in, I83.

Woodpeckers, scalps of red-headed, used in ear
and nose ornaments, 222.

World, conception of, by Bella Coola, 27, 37.
by Thompsons, 337-344.

Wrestling-matches, 280.

ERRATA.

Page I52, in legend to Fig. 95, "-I nat. size " should read " I nat. size."
Page I83, 2d line of footnote, " Fig. 122 " should read " Fig. 120."
Page 223, in legend to Fig. I98, "4427 " should read "rkh."
" Pages 391, 392," Part IV, Appendix, should read " pages 39oA, 39oB."
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